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ABSTRACT 

The primary objective of this thesis is to address the long-standing 

problem in the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) of generating accu-

rate predictions of ICF experiment in order to drive iterative design 

and optimization. Maximizing the performance of ICF experiments is 

necessary to achieve thermonuclear ignition, and to realize the goal of 

harnessing nuclear fusion for energy generation. The efficient design of 

high performance has long been obstructed by the lack of accurate pre-

dictive models, due in large part to the complex, nonlinear, multi-scale 

physics involved in a laser fusion experiment. This thesis describes an 

alternative, statistical approach that was used to design, quantitatively 

predict, and interpret the results of implosions of cryogenic deuterium– 

tritium lined spherical targets on the OMEGA laser system, leading to 

a tripling of the fusion yield to its highest record value for direct-drive 

laser fusion. When scaled to the laser energies of the National Ignition 

Facility (1.9 megajoules), these targets are predicted to produce a fu-

sion energy output of about 600 kilojoules. This approach could guide 

the exploration of the vast parameter space of thermonuclear ignition 

conditions and enhance understanding of laser-fusion physics. 

A secondary objective also addressed by this thesis is extracting physics 

understanding from the results of ICF experiments. While optimization 

can be achieved by exploring the parameter space of idealized designs, 

it can also be driven forward by understanding the sources of degra-

dations imposed by the facility, so that they may be minimized or elim-
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inated by clever design choices or facility alterations. In this thesis, 

several hypotheses regarding degradation sources were formed, tested, 

and used to improve performance on OMEGA. It is found that that the 

statistically inferred dependency on ion temperature asymmetries is 

well explained by imposed ℓ = 1 modes, and that the dependency on the 

laser beam size is only dominated by the illumination non-uniformity for 

some extreme cases. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

िदिव सूयर्सहस्रस्य भवद्युगपद त्थता | े ु
यिद भा : सदृशी सा स्याद्भासस्तस्य महात्मन : || 

The generation of electricity is a major driver of economic and social 

activity in the modern world. Electrical energy demands have grown 

steadily over the last century, and are expected to grow well into the fu-

ture[1]. Almost three-quarters of all electrical power generation in the 

world occurs through the chemical combustion of fossil fuels[2], and is 

consequently a major contributor to anthropogenic climate change[3]. 

The threat of climate change to a stable human society has led to re-

search into so-called ‘clean’ energy, which minimizes the generation of 

greenhouse gases. One such approach towards clean energy generation 

is nuclear fusion[4], in which two nuclei combine to form a heavier prod-

uct nucleus. If the appropriate constraints on the parent nuclei are met, 

this process is exothermic, and the excess energy can be harvested to 

provide usable energy. Nuclear fusion is also the process that generates 

energy inside stars and is the driver of stellar nucleosynthesis, which is 

responsible for the creation of elements heavier than hydrogen[5]. To 

date, a self-sustaining fusion reaction has not been achieved in the lab-

oratory, and is the target of many large efforts across the world. 
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Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of the Deuterium-Tritium fusion 
reaction. A tritium nucleus and a deuterium nucleus that are sufficiently 
close to one another will combine due to the strong nuclear force, re-
leasing a neutron and a helium-4 nucleus with approximately 14.1 MeV 
and 3.5 MeV of energy respectively. Due to the repulsive effects of the 
electro-magnetic interaction of the positively charged nuclei, the parent 
nuclei need to have high energies in order to have a closest approach 
distance that is sufficiently small. 

Fusion occurs due to the attractive strong nuclear force overcoming 

the Coulombic repulsion of the reacting nuclei. Since the strong nuclear 

force is very short ranged, the nuclei must have high energies, and be 

densely packed in order for the reaction probability to be sufficiently 

high for a reactor. For a thermalized assembly of reactants1, a reason-

able number of nuclei have these high energies only if the temperature 

of the reactants approaches several hundreds of millions of degrees. 
1That is, where the velocity distribution of the reactants is approximately 

Maxwellian. 
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For this reason, the fusion reaction that is of primary interest in the lab-

oratory is the interaction between deuterium (D) and tritium (T) (see 

Figure 1.1), resulting in the production of a neutron (n) and a helium-4 

nucleus (α): 

D + T → n (14.1 MeV) + α (3.56 MeV), (1.1) 

since the cross section of the reaction near energies of ∼ 65 keV is the 

largest for conditions accessible in the laboratory[4], and the energy 

release (per nucleon) is the highest for any fusion reaction. At these 

temperatures, the DT fuel is fully ionized, and forms a plasma. While 

the vast majority of neutrally charged neutrons escape the plasma un-

hindered, the charged α particles slow down rapidly in the fuel plasma, 

depositing their energy into it in a process known as “alpha-heating”, 

and allowing the reaction to be self-sustaining if certain stringent crite-

ria (known as the ‘Lawson Criterion’) are met[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Achieving 

these criteria is therefore the ultimate goal of any fusion reactor. 

Assembling these conditions is not trivial. Since the temperatures 

required are high, physical containment of a fusion plasma is infeasible, 

since the container would either melt, or lose energy too rapidly. This 

leaves three approaches: gravitational confinement, inertial confine-

ment, or magnetic confinement (or some combination thereof). Gravita-

tional confinement, which involves trapping the hot plasma in a strong 

gravitational well typically seen in stars, is not suited for laboratory 

purposes. Magnetic confinement schemes trap the hot plasma within 

strong magnetic fields, and is a field of active research[11]. Inertial 
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confinement schemes temporarily trap the hot plasma by surrounding 

it with a dense mass known as a “tamper”, and use the inertia of the 

tamper to briefly slow the expansion of the hot fuel plasma (known as 

a ‘hot-spot’). Since the high pressure hot-spot plasma expands very 

rapidly (< 1 ns), the hot-spot-tamper configuration needs to be assem-

bled within such a time frame. One of the few known mechanisms to 

deliver large amounts of energy at that time scale is the laser, leading 

to laser-driven inertial confinement fusion (ICF), which will be the focus 

of this thesis. 

Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of a direct-drive ICF implosion. 
An initially spherical target is directly irradiated by a laser beam. As the 
expanding heated plasma blows off the surface, Newton’s Third Law 
causes the remainder of the target to be accelerated inwards. As the 
target is compressed, it heats up, leading to a large number of fusion 
reactions. If sufficient conditions are attained, ignition occurs, leading 
to the reaction of a large fraction of the imploded fuel, producing more 
energy than was used to implode the target. 

In laser-driven ICF, a spherical target is illuminated by a driver, which 

is either a laser directly illuminating the target (‘direct-drive’, Figure 1.2), 

or x-rays produced by shining the laser onto a radiation cavity (‘hohlraum’) 

that surrounds the target (‘indirect-drive’). The driver irradiates the 

surface of the target and rapidly heats the surface. Since the thermal 

conduction of a plasma is a strong function of its temperature, the sud-
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denly heated surface cannot diffuse its energy into the target quickly 

enough, and instead expands outward, in a process called ‘ablation’. 

Ablation of the surface leads, through Newton’s Third Law, to a force 

that drives the remainder of the target inwards, much like a rocket. This 

force accelerates the target over several nanoseconds to velocities be-

tween 200 − 600 km/s. In order to enhance the conversion of the incident 

driver energy to the target’s kinetic energy, the target is often made of 

a cryogenic DT solid layer, which is covered by a high atomic number 

(Z) ‘ablator’ layer. The most common ablator encountered in this thesis 

is a carbon-deuterium ablator, but other ablator designs include mate-

rials from beryllium to silicon-dioxide. Some designs may even have 

ablators that contain trace amounts of very high Z materials such as ti-

tanium or germanium. These high Z dopants are used because they can 

mitigate imprint[12, 13] and damp laser-plasma interactions (LPI).[14] 

Eventually, the target converges to the point where the interior (which 

is initially filled with a tenuous gas due to sublimation of the DT fuel) 

begins to heat up due to compression and shock heating from the in-

falling fuel. This heated gas begins to ablate material from the interior 

of the fuel, forming the hot-spot. Subsequently, this hot-spot reaches a 

pressure that is higher than the pressure at the exterior of the fuel (the 

‘ablation pressure’), at which point the fuel begins to decelerate. Once 

the fuel decelerates completely and stagnates, it forms a configuration 

where a high temperature (3-6 keV) and low density (10-30 g/cc) hot-

spot is surrounded by a low temperature (100-300 eV) and high density 

(100-200 g/cc) shell. Depending on the details of the configuration, the 

shell’s inertia can maintain this state for ∼ 100 ps, during which time 
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a large number of reactions occur. Any charged particles (such as α 

particles) produced in these reactions slow down inside the hot-spot, 

heating it up and increasing the reaction rate. If the mean-free path of 

the charged reaction products is sufficiently small, and the reaction rate 

sufficiently high, a state known as a ‘burning plasma’ is achieved, and 

the temperature inside the hot-spot increases faster than it is cooled by 

expansion of the hot-spot or bremsstrahlung. Eventually, the temper-

ature rises to the point where the mean-free path inside the hot-spot 

increases, and a flood of charged particles begin to deposit energy into 

the shell. This launches a ‘burn-wave’ into the shell (where the majority 

of the fuel mass is located), causing a large fraction of it to fuse in a 

process known as ‘ignition’. Ignition of a target can lead to very high 

gains2 (> 10), and is the ultimate goal of the various inertial confine-

ment fusion facilities such as the National Ignition Facility[15] and the 

OMEGA Laser Facility[16] (Figure 1.3). 

Why has high gain thermonuclear ignition not then been achieved in 

the laboratory to date? And how can the understanding of such a physi-

cally complex system be moved forward to design experiments that can 

succeed in the future? These topics are at the core of this thesis. 

In Chapter 2, the problem of ICF design is more carefully defined, 

and some of the difficulties that prevent easy design of a high perfor-

mance implosion are discussed. 
energy out 2That is, energy in 
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Figure 1.3: Two major laser-drive inertial fusion facilities in the United 
States. On the left is the OMEGA Laser Facility at the Laboratory 
for Laser Energetics, associated with the University of Rochester, 
which conducts direct-drive ICF research with the 60-beam, 30 kJ, 
30 TW OMEGA-60 laser. On the right, the National Ignition Facility 
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, which conducts indirect-
drive ICF research with the 192 beam, 2 MJ, 500 TW NIF laser. Both 
laser facilities use UV light at 351 nm. 

In Chapter 3, the formulation of a new, statistically guided frame-

work for experimental design and optimization is laid out. 

In Chapter 4, some of the practical considerations involved in formu-

lating statistical models, and some of the pitfalls and concerns that any 

practitioner should be aware of are enumerated. 

In Chapter 5, some simple test problems are devised to test the sta-

tistical framework in order to build confidence in its ability to predict 

the complexities of an ICF implosion. 

In Chapter 6, the main result of this thesis - the successful prediction 

and optimization of the OMEGA cryogenic DT-lined direct drive cam-
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paign from 2015 to the current date is presented. 

In Chapter 7, the use of the statistical model to isolate degradation 

modes is discussed. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, some concluding remarks are made and paths 

forward to achieving further understanding and higher performance for 

OMEGA direct-drive implosions are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DESIGNING A HIGH PERFORMANCE ICF IMPLOSION 

2.1 The Optimization Metric And Its Dependencies 

The first order of business in any optimization process is defining the ob-

jective to be optimized. A good optimization metric is one that is robust, 

specific, and whose dependence on the initial conditions is intuitive (at 

least, in theory). For the ICF problem (whether direct or indirect drive), 

the natural optimization metric is the normalized Lawson parameter[17, 

10, 9, 8, 18] χ. χ can be parametrized in various forms, but the form used 

here is the criterion derived in Ref. [7]: 

( )0.34 

0.61 0.12Y 16 

χ = (ρR) stag , (2.1) 
MDT 

stag where ρR, Y 16, MDT , and χ are the areal density in mg/cm2 and yield in 

units of 1016 neutrons, the stagnated DT mass in mg at the time of peak 

neutron production respectively. In an experiment, the areal density1 

and yield can be diagnosed directly, while the stagnated DT mass can be 

estimated from simulations or from experimental data in order to infer 

χ. When χ is close to unity, alpha heating dominates the energetics of a 

hot-spot leading to ignition. 

From simple 1D analytic theory or by comparison to 1D simulations,[18] 
1Sampled from certain lines-of-sight. The effect of the line-of-sight on the areal 

density measurements in highly perturbed implosions can affect the robustness of χ. 
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the dependence of quantities such as the yield or areal density on initial 

and in-flight conditions can be obtained. While it is unlikely that these 

relationships are identical to that of experiments2 they nevertheless pro-

vide an approximate understanding of the response of the observables of 

interest to the initial conditions. The primary dependence that is appar-

ent in these idealized theories[18] is that the yield is a strong function 

of the implosion velocity, while the areal density is a strong function of 

the convergence (and therefore the entropy, also known as the adiabat, 

which is given by the ratio of the pressure to the Fermi-degenerate pres-

sure of the material) of the shell in-flight. Deviations from these ideal 

behaviors are thought to arise primarily from hydrodynamic instabilities 

such as the Rayleigh Taylor instability[19] (RTI), which seeded by vari-

ous nonuniformities in the target and laser beams, and whose impact is 

strongest at low adiabat and high aspect ratio designs, and laser-plasma 

interactions, (LPI)[20, 21] which are strongest at high (> 1015 W/cm2) 

laser intensities. The effect of these non-ideal behaviors is almost al-

ways to lower the performance (sometimes dramatically) from expecta-

tions, especially for extremely demanding 3, high performance designs. 

As a result, the relationships inferred from these 1D theories or simula-

tions can be helpful in placing an upper bound on the expected perfor-

mance of a design. 

2Partially due to the fact that experiments have 3D effects, and partially due to 
omitted or mis-modeled physics even in 1D

3i.e. low entropy, high velocity 
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2.2 Parametrizing the Initial Condition Space 

In order to iteratively design high performance implosions, one needs 

to parametrize the space of initial conditions, and have some intuition 

for how the parametrized representation relates to important metrics 

like the adiabat, or implosion velocity. To keep the parameter space 

constrained only those initial conditions that can be represented in 1D 

are considered. The initial conditions are also restricted to the stan-

dard DT-layered cryogenic spherical direct-drive implosions performed 

on the OMEGA laser facility. Alternative designs such as low-density 

foam ablators[22, 23, 24] or double-shell targets,[25, 26] are promis-

ing, but they remain in development and are beyond the scope of this 

work. 

Figure 2.1: A schematic of a typical cryogenic direct-drive target used 
on the OMEGA Laser System. This target contains a thin carbon-
hydrogen ablator over a thick D-T ice layer. On the left, a real target is 
shown next to a quarter-dollar coin for scale. 
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To fully specify the design of a standard DT-layered cryogenic spher-

ical direct-drive implosion in 1D, the target specifications and the laser 

pulse shape must be provided. Experimentally realizable target speci-

fications (see Figure 2.1) can be varied by changing the outer radius of 

the target as well as the thicknesses and material compositions of the 

vapor, fuel, and ablator layers.4 Increasing the ice or ablator thickness 

results in a larger “buffer zone” to prevent the RTI from completely com-

promising the shell, but reduces implosion velocity due to the increased 

mass. Increasing the thickness of the ablator layer can obstruct coronal 

radiation and reduce radiative preheat of the fuel, and is also impor-

tant in order to prevent early ablation of the DT fuel into the quarter-

critical region, which hastens the onset of LPI, but also reduces the 

implosion velocity. Increasing the outer radius while keeping the laser 

spot size fixed reduces the beam overlap region, which underfills the tar-

get, mitigates the effect of cross-beam energy transfer[20] (CBET) and 

increases the implosion velocity, but also increases the magnitude of the 

port-geometry laser nonuniformity and the laser imprinting spectrum. 

Adding high atomic number dopants such as silicon into the ablator can 

mitigate imprint[12, 13] and further damps LPI,[14] but increases ra-

diative preheat and the degrading effect of ablator mix, should it exist. 

The design of the pulse shape is more complex, but can generally be 

split into a picket, foot, ramp, and drive stages (see Figure 2.2). The 

initial stage of the laser pulse typically consists of one to three vari-
4There can be multiple ablator layers, with different high atomic number dopants, 

though the density of the ablator layers should be chosen to maintain an interface that 
is stable to the RTI. 
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Figure 2.2: A typical cryogenic direct-drive laser pulse shape on the 
OMEGA Laser System. The picket, foot, ramp, and drive sections of the 
pulse shape are labeled. 

able power Gaussian features known as pickets (which can vary from 1 

to 15 TW on OMEGA), and an optional rectangular feature known as a 

foot, which drive shocks into the target to initialize a shaped adiabat pro-

file[27, 28, 29] inside the fuel layer as it implodes in order to optimally 

trade off hydrodynamic stability and compressibility of the target. The 

timing differences between the pickets and foot are typically chosen to 

avoid merging shocks within the DT ice layer, which substantially raises 

and alters the adiabat shape into a less optimal configuration.[27, 28, 

29] The drive stage of the laser pulse is a high power and energy (20 to 

30 TW and 15 to 30 kJ respectively incident on OMEGA) section where 
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the target is accelerated to its peak velocity (300-500 µm/ns). The drive 

stage can be kept flat in time or can be modulated in time to mitigate the 

production of hot electrons[21] and RTI, or drive shocks in analogy to 

shock ignition.[30] The picket/foot and drive stages are connected by a 

ramp stage, which is designed to adiabatically compress the target. To 

prevent steepening of the compression wave into a shock, the compres-

sion wave should finish propagating through the shell soon after the final 

shock breaks out of the shell. In high-adiabat designs, the ramp stage 

can be relatively linear since the shocks launched by the steepening of 

the compression wave tend to be relatively weak, and thus only slightly 

increase the adiabat above the design target. However, in low-adiabat 

designs, careful control of the ramp is required to prevent early steep-

ening and significant increases of the adiabat above its desired value. 

The sources of 3D perturbations are omitted from the design, par-

tially because there is no procedure to incorporate them into 1D RH 

codes, but also because the optima are already known: 3D perturba-

tions should be minimized. It is, however, valuable to maintain aware-

ness of the common perturbation sources, since they may affect differ-

ent classes of implosion designs in different ways. Examples include 

altering the laser spot size, beam-port geometry, DT filling procedure 

(e.g. non-uniformities seeded by fill-tubes, or damage due to high pres-

sure diffusion filling), laser imprinting seed amplitudes, or size of the 

mounting equipment. 

Now that the problem is laid out, the focus moves on to solving it 
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- that is, how can a practically realizable design5 that will achieve a 

maximal (or sufficiently large) value of χ be found? This is discussed in 

the next chapter. 

5That is, a design that is compatible with facilities that exist today. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE STATISTICAL MODEL, AND IT IS NEEDED 

“...there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We 

also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are 

some things we do not know. But there are also unknown 

unknowns—the ones we don’t know we don’t know. And if one looks... 

it is the latter category that tends to be the difficult ones.” 

- Donald Rumsfeld 

3.1 Are Radiation-Hydrodynamic Codes Sufficiently Predictive? 

In the last chapter, the ICF problem was parametrized with a set of 

idealized 1D initial conditions. Even with these constraints, a moder-

ately high dimensional (n > 20) parameter space remains available for 

exploration, of which only a minute fraction has been, and will ever be 

explored by actual experiments1. As a result, a combination of physi-

cal intuition and predictive tools must be relied upon to accept or re-

ject candidate designs from the parameter space. Historically, the pri-

mary predictive tool used by scientists to approve designs has been the 

radiation-hydrodynamic (RH) simulation, in one[31], two[32, 33, 34], or 

three[35, 36] dimensions. Due to the onerous computational burden 

of well-resolved 3D simulations, they are typically reserved for a small 
1At the NIF, one cryogenic DT implosion occurs every month. On OMEGA, up to five 

cryogenic implosions occur every month. Simply sampling two points per dimension 
in a 20D parameter space would require 1048576 shots, which would correspond to 
87,381.3 years on the NIF, or 17,476.3 years on OMEGA. This is clearly infeasible. 
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number of post-shot simulations[37], leaving the predictive design of 

experiments to one or two-dimensional codes. 

However, these codes have tended to vastly overpredict the perfor-

mance of ICF implosions, especially when pushed towards what is thought 

to be the high-performance regions of parameter space. When ICF was 

initially proposed in Ref. [38], the RH code LASNEX[34] predicted that 

merely 1 kJ of laser energy would suffice to achieve ‘break-even’2, if 

the target converged by a factor of ∼ 100. In subsequent experiments 

on laser facilities such as ARGUS[39], SHIVA[40], NOVA[41], OMEGA-

24[42] and GEKKO XII[43], a better understanding of the growth rates of 

various instabilities (hydrodynamic and laser-plasma interactions)[44, 

45], and a better understanding of limits of realizable laser systems in-

stead led to confident predictions[46, 47, 48] of ignition at what would 

become the National Ignition Facility[15] (NIF) with laser energies be-

tween 0.9 - 1.8 MJ (for an indirect-drive target) leading to fusion yields 

between 10-200 MJ, based on results from LASNEX and HYDRA[35]. 

The first experiments on the NIF under-performed these expectations, 

with fusion yields between 2 - 2000 J[49]. In the subsequent decade, 

implosion performance has been improved on the NIF, with recent im-

plosions producing ∼ 1 MJ of fusion energy, though this remains below 

both the initial expectations and break-even. Some portion of these im-

provements have come as a result of improvements to the design, which 

broadly involve increasing the adiabat (in the ‘High-Foot’ and ‘Big-Foot’ 
2That is, achieve a state where the number of fusion reactions would be high enough 

to produce more energy than was provided by the laser. 
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campaigns), going against the predictions of the RH codes (which ex-

pect lower performance as the adiabat is increased). 

Figure 3.1: Some of the degradation mechanisms thought to affect di-
rect and indirect-drive ICF. Engineering features, such as the fill-tube, 
tent or mounting stalk are thought to shadow the laser beam, leading to 
asymmetric drive pressures. Low mode asymmetries are known to arise 
due to drive asymmetry effects. The high-frequency speckle pattern 
seen in the incident laser beam’s spatial profile drives high frequency 
perturbations, as do surface defects on the target surface. Laser-plasma 
instabilities arising due to the interactions of high-intensity beams in a 
plasma drive a variety of plasma waves, leading to effects such as CBET, 
SRS, SBS and TPD. 

None of this is intended to malign the RH codes, or to suggest that 

they should not be used, but rather to recognize the limitations of RH 

codes. Modern RH codes, after all, encapsulate the culmination of many 

decades of strenuous effort at resolving as much of the challenging phys-

ical processes involved in an ICF implosion as possible. RH codes also 

appear to accurately model certain individual processes in isolation[50, 

51]. However, due to the incredible complexity of the integrated ICF 

implosion, it is likely that many crucial physics processes (Figure 3.1) 
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have been mis-modeled, intentionally omitted due to practical consider-

ations, or are simply not known at this time. Even worse, it is likely that 

the sources of 3D perturbations (Figure 3.1) in experiments are either 

not measured sufficiently accurately, or are completely unknown. This 

leads to a problem (often given the uncharitable moniker of ‘garbage in, 

garbage out’) that is inherently unsolvable - if the correct inputs are not 

provided, a correct output cannot be expected to be produced, except 

by chance. 

Can the simulation models not be improved, and the initial conditions 

not be better measured? Certainly, the simulations available today are 

far superior to the simulations of decades past, and there is no reason 

to believe that the trend will not continue. The same is true of the high-

quality measurements of the initial conditions that are currently avail-

able. However, simulations that have sufficiently correct models and 

initial conditions to be able to reproduce a wide range of experiments 

and be usable for predictive design are still, in the author’s opinion, a 

number of decades away, and their existence cannot be relied upon for 

accurate predictions in the near term. 

Therefore, the only source of information that can be trusted, es-

pecially when trying to understand why the RH simulations fail, is the 

experiment. What is then needed is a method to consistently and sys-

tematically relate or compare simulations to experiments, with the hope 

that such a comparison can firstly be used to ‘correct’ simulations (in an 

ad-hoc manner) to be more predictive, and secondly can generate hy-
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potheses for the physical mechanisms responsible for the failure of RH 

codes to generalize, which can motivate focused experimental and the-

oretical physics studies. 

3.2 The Statistical Model 

Let the problem be stated clearly. One begins with some set of initial 

conditions, which can be separated into a set of initial idealized (1D) con-

ditions, I1D that parametrize the target specifications and pulse shape 

and a set of 3D systematic or random perturbation sources Ssys 3D . 3D and Sran 

Systematic perturbation sources are those that are intrinsic to the ex-

perimental facility, and therefore remain constant from experiment to 

experiment. Examples in direct-drive ICF include the effects of beam-

port geometry and target mounting equipment such as a stalk, fill tube 

or tent. On the other hand, random perturbation sources are those that 

vary from experiment to experiment for reasons beyond the control of 

the scientist. Examples include power imbalance, mispointing and mist-

iming in different beam-lines, and misalignment of the target with the 

chamber center. In both cases, the exact values for the seeds may be dif-

ficult to experimentally quantify and model in the context of RH codes, 

depending on their nature, but this could be done in principle. One 

, Oexp also has the outcomes from an experiment3 3D , and outcomes from 

a RH code Osim of arbitrary dimension, which share the same inputs. 
3Which can safely be assumed to be 3D 
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Formally, the outputs from the code and experiments are given by: 

Osim = Fsim [I1D, S3D, Sran 
3D ] , (3.1) [ ] 

I1D, Ssys Oexp = Fexp 
3D , Sran , (3.2) 3D 3D 3D 

(3.3) 

where Fsim and Fexp are black-box function that stands in for the RH code 3D 

and experiment, respectively. If a 1D RH code is chosen, then the Osim 
1D 

are specified entirely by I1D, and Eq. (3.1) reduces to 

Osim = Fsim 
1D 1D [I1D] , (3.4) 

where Fsim is a black-box function that stands in for the 1D RH code. 1D 

The reason for conceptually separating the sources of perturbations 

into systematic and random is its implications for the predictable nature 

of experiments. If an experiment is only perturbed by systematic effects, 

then Eq. (3.2) reduces to a purely deterministic equation 

[ ] 
Oexp = Fexp I1D, Ssys , 3D 3D 3D (3.5) 

so that for a given facility (that is, a given Ssys 3D ), there is a fixed, albeit 

highly complex, relationship between the initial conditions and the ex-

perimental observables that can be determined even if the values of Ssys 3D 

are completely unknown. In this case, it is possible in principle to re-

construct the function Fexp given sufficient data for just Oexp and I1D, 3D 3D 
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enabling predictive design of experiments. 

However, in the other limit, where the experiment is only perturbed 

by widely varying random effects, then Eq. (3.2) reduces to 

Oexp = Fexp [I1D, Sran 
3D 3D 3D ] . (3.6) 

In this limit (assuming strong perturbations), regardless of the volume 

of data, the function Fexp can only be reconstructed if Sran are robustly 3D 3D 

characterized and modeled post-shot in addition to Oexp and I1D. 3D 

Since Ssys 3D does not have to be measured or modeled in Eq. (3.5), the 

limiting case of systematic experiments is likely more tractable. In re-

and Sran ality, experiments have finite values of both Ssys 3D , even though 3D 

they may not be measured or known. However, given that OMEGA ex-

periments are generally repeatable (i.e., the same I1D on different days 

generally give results within 10%), it is reasonable to postulate that 

most of the Sran3D are negligible with respect to Ssys 3D , which gives the limit 

in Eq. (3.5). But the relationship in Eq. (3.5) is complex, and even with 

its relatively rapid shot rate, there is insufficient OMEGA data to di-

rectly translate I1D directly to Oexp 
3D , though some promising attempts 

have been made to do so at the NIF.[52] However, if Eq. (3.4) is used 

and the full hydrodynamic time history of a simulation can uniquely de-

fine its initial conditions, Eq. (3.4) can be inverted 

( )−1 ( ) 
Fsim Osim I1D = 1D 1D . (3.7) 
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When substituted into Eq. (3.5), this gives 

[( )−1 ( ) ] 
Oexp = Fexp Fsim Osim , Ssys , (3.8) 3D 3D 1D 1D 3D 

which can be rewritten as 

[ ] 
Oexp = Fmap Osim , (3.9) 3D 3D 1D 

with the understanding that Fmap is only ‘universal’ for a particular con-3D 

figuration of Ssys 3D (i.e., for a particular configuration of the experimental 

facility and ICF scheme), and a particular choice of RH code and associ-

ated physics packages. If Fmap can be found, Eq. (3.9) is now a method 3D 

by which the results Oexp from an experiment can be predicted from 3D 

the results Osim from a 1D RH simulation with the same initial condi-1D 

tions. Fmap is some abstract, likely rather nonlinear, black-box function 3D 

that accounts for systematic 3D perturbations, incomplete or incorrect 

physics models in the 1D RH simulation4, as well as systematically er-

roneous initial conditions. Examples of Osim used in typical models for 1D 

OMEGA cryogenic implosions are shown in Table 3.15. 

Since Fmap is likely rather complex function,in order to practically 3D 

use Eq. (3.9) to build a predictive model, Fmap needs to be approximated 3D 

with Fpred and some associated approximation error ϵ, so that 3D 

Fmap = Fpred + ϵ. (3.10) 3D 3D 

4i.e. nonlocal thermal transport or laser-plasma interaction models 
5All variables are not used in all models, and the rationale for justifying how partic-

ular variables and representations are chosen for a model is given in Chapter 4 
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Table 3.1: Typical Simulation Observables Used For Statistical Models 
of OMEGA Cryogenic Implosions 

Ti Burn-averaged Ion Temperature 
Vimp Implosion Velocity 
Rhs Hotspot Radius 
ρR Burn-Averaged Areal Density 
YDT DT Neutron Yield 
τ DT Neutron Burn Width 
tsb First Shock Breakout Time 
IFAR In-flight Aspect Ratio 
tb DT Neutron Bang Time 
R0 Initial Radius 
∆abl Ablator Thickness 
∆ice Ice Thickness 
τcoast Coasting Time 
α Fuel Adiabat 
CR Convergence Ratio 
ft Fuel Tritium Fraction 

Fpred 
3D will be a function of Osim 

1D , but it also contains some number of 

free parameters θ, which the scientist can infer from existing experi-

mental data. For instance, Fpred might be expressed in terms of power 3D 

laws, 

[ ] ∏( )θi Fmap Osim Osim 
3D 1D = θ0 1D i 

+ ϵ, (3.11) 
i 

or exponentials, 

[ ] ∏ 
Fmap Osim θi(Osim 

i = θ0 e 1D ) + ϵ. (3.12) 3D 1D 
i 

More complex approximations of Fpred, such as deep neural networks[53] 3D 

or gaussian processes,[54] are also possible and have a greater ability 

to express nonlinear behaviours. However, as the expressiveness of 
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the approximation to Fpred increases, there must be a commensurate 3D 

increase in the data being provided to calibrate the model in order to 

lessen the danger of overfitting. In the next chapter, this (and more) 

are addressed, as the practical details and considerations involved in 

the construction of Fpred are discussed. 3D 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRAINING STATISTICAL MODELS 

Join me, and I will complete your training... 

- Darth Vader 

4.1 Choosing Osim 
1D 

The choice of Osim to use in the model is entirely up to the scientist. Con-1D 

sider the upper bound on how many combinations of data can be chosen. 

A typical LILAC post-shot simulation takes place over ∼ 1 ns, and has 

∼ 1000 time-steps in its output, and resolves the spatial domain using 

∼ 100 zones. This corresponds to ∼ 105 data points for a single field. 

Considering that there are between ∼ 10 − 100 primitive1 and derived2 

fields, a simple estimate suggests that there are between 106 and 107 

meaningful data points in a single LILAC simulation. If one were to ran-

domly choose 10 ‘variables’ from these data points, one could estimate 

the upper bound on the number of available combinations of data at a 

stunning ∼ 1070 possibilities. It is likely that one could eventually find ex-

tremely “accurate” but ultimately spurious relationships based entirely 

on chance if one simply tries all these possible combinations of outputs 

from the simulation, even with the model validation best-practices (cf. 

Sec. 4.4). 
1Fields such as density, pressure, velocity, etc. that are evolved directly by the 

simulation. 
2Fields such as adiabat, neutron production, etc. that are calculated from the prim-

itive fields. 
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This dangerous and flawed practice is known as “data dredging”, or 

“p-hacking”[55]). To protect against this, it is imperative that the sci-

entist follow a hypothesis-driven model formulation process, i.e. they 

should choose some physics-based rationale for including a certain sim-

ulation observable as a model input, rather than choosing the model 

inputs that give the desired results. For example, when attempting to 

formulate a model for the neutron yield, it is reasonable to consider the 

implosion velocity, stagnating mass, and areal density of the simula-

tion as inputs, given their theoretical causal relationship to the neutron 

yield, but likely unwise to consider late-time coronal conditions, which 

have only a tenuous causal relationship to the neutron yield. 

It is also unwise to mix initial conditions and simulation outputs in a 

model. Since initial conditions are chosen by scientists rather than ran-

domly sampled, there can be a large bias where the initial conditions are 

sampled, and where initial conditions are not sampled. For instance, low 

adiabat, high velocity implosions are typically avoided on OMEGA, since 

it is strongly suspected that these implosions will not result in high per-

formance. Since simulation outputs are strongly correlated with initial 

conditions, this can result in further spurious correlations. If such a sce-

nario is unavoidable (and as will seen in Chapter 6, it is), it is vital that 

dedicated, controlled experiments are carried out to verify the causal 

nature of the inferred dependence. 
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4.2 Representing Fpred3D 

The representation of Fpred is also entirely up to the scientist. Since 3D 

there are infinite possible combinations of basis functions to choose 

from, the same principles as used when choosing Osim should be fol-1D 

lowed. For instance, if the scientist wanted to investigate the effect of 

the tritium fraction fT of the fuel on the neutron yield, it would be rea-

sonable to hypothesize a dependence of the form fT
θ0 (1 − fT)θ1 since it 

reduces to the dependence of the reactivity on the species fraction in 

the limit θ0 = θ1 = 1. As another example, if the scientist wished to for-

mulate a model as a series of degradation effects, they may find it easier 

to understand the resulting model dependencies if the prediction target 

were the “yield-over-clean” (YOC), defined as 

Yobserved YOC = , (4.1) 
Yexpected 

where Yobserved is the yield observed in the experiment, while Yexpected is 

the expected yield, obtained via analytic theory, 1,2 or 3D simulations, 

or any other method. A typical use of Eq. (4.1), would have Yobserved as 

the experimental neutron yield, and Yexpected as the neutron yield as the 

prediction from a 1D radiation-hydrodynamics code. 

With a prediction target like Eq. (4.1), a scientist may wish to then 

investigate the degrading effect of the in-flight aspect ratio (IFAR) on 

the YOC. A dependence of the form 1/IFARθ may at first seem reason-

able since the IFAR can be interpreted as being physically related to 
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the penetration fraction of multi-mode nonlinear short-wavelength per-

turbations. This dependence becomes singular as IFAR → 0, whereas it 

is reasonable to expect that the YOC stops improving for IFARs below 

some critical value since other perturbation sources begin to dominate 

once the effect of short-wavelength perturbations become marginal. To 

model this, a cutoff can be introduced into the IFAR value to model this 

saturation effect (e.g. a hard cutoff dependence of the form max(IFARcrit, IFAR)θ). 

4.3 Inferring the parameters of Fpred3D 

Once a particular representation of Fpred is chosen, the inference of θ 3D 

is relatively straightforward, and can be accomplished either through 

Bayesian inference or loss minimization. In the case of Bayesian in-

ference, the probability of θ having a certain value (i.e. the posterior 

distribution of θ), based on the Osim and Oexp and a model Fpred is given 1D 3D 3D 

by Bayes’ theorem 

1D , Oexp P (θ|Osim 
3D ,M) ∝ P (θ)P (Oexp 

1D , θ, Fpred 
3D |Osim 

3D ), (4.2) 

where P (θ) is the prior distribution on θ that represents the expectation 

3D |Osim on what θ ought to be, and P (Oexp 
1D , θ) is the likelihood function that 

represents the probability that a particular choice of θ can reproduce 

the observations using a model Fpred. 3D 

In the case of loss minimization, the θ ̃ that minimizes the residual L 

is given by ( [( ) ] ( ) ( ) ) 
Fpred Osim ˜ Oexp exp L = L 3D 1D , θ , 3D , σ3D , (4.3) 

i i i
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where σ3D 3D , 
exp is the random component of the measurement error for Oexp 

and L is a loss function that needs to be minimized. A common loss 

function is the L2-norm, where 

( )2 ∑ yi − ỹi L(~y, y, σy) = , (4.4) 
σi i 

where ~y, y and σy are the predicted values, measured values, and mea-

surement errors respectively. 

4.4 Model Validation and Selection 

Once a model has been created and trained, it is incumbent on the scien-

tist to either accept or reject the model. Since these models are meant 

to be used for experimental predictions, the natural metric to judge 

a model is its prediction error. However, it is not appropriate to use 

data that have been used to train the model to calculate metrics regard-

ing its predictability. If this was done, for instance, on a model that 

was based on interpolating splines, it would be found to give perfect 

“predictions”, despite such predictive the data must be partitioned into 

a testing and training dataset, which are data on which the model is 

tested and trained, respectively. Since the model is entirely unaware of 

the relationships present within the testing dataset, it follows that the 

prediction error observed from a test dataset is more representative of 

the generalized predictive capacity of the model. However, when the 

dataset is partitioned, it creates a scenario where the training dataset 

may not have enough information to reconstruct a causal relationship 

that may have been present in the full dataset, which may cause the 
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scientist to reject a potentially valid model. To avoid the latter scenario, 

while retaining the power of a test-train partition, a method known as 

leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV) can be followed[56]. In this 

method, a dataset of size N is partitioned into N sets of test-train pairs, 

where there is one test data point, and N − 1 training data points. The 

model is then trained on each of the N training datasets, and its pre-

diction accuracy is tested on its respective test data-point in order to 

assess the predictive capability of the model. 

In concert with LOO-CV, the uncertainties (in the case of loss mini-

mization) or posterior distribution (in the case of Bayesian inference) of 

θ can also be used as a validation metric. If the uncertainty is too wide, or 

the posterior distribution shows irregularities, the scientist can be jus-

tified in rejecting the model. In addition, if the tails of the posterior dis-

tribution or width of the uncertainty crosses certain qualitative bound-

aries, the model should also be rejected. As an example, if a power-

law representation is chosen and the 95% confidence region of θ spans 

0, the corresponding simulation observable is likely uncorrelated with 

the experimental observable. Finally, when comparing multiple mod-

els, statistical tests such as the F-test or Bayesian Information Criterion 

(BIC)[57] can also be used to ensure that a more complex model pro-

vides a sufficient increase in explained variance to justify the increased 

complexity. 
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4.5 Human Intervention in Model Creation 

The scientist has the ability to influence the model creation process at 

several points: 

• When the particular simulation outputs Osim are chosen, 1D 

• When a particular representation of Fpred is chosen, 3D 

• When outlier data is discarded, 

• When a model is determined to be satisfactory (see Section 4.4). 

The first two items have already been discussed, so the discarding 

of outliers must now be tackled. When validating the model, outliers 

will inevitably appear. The difficulty in handling outliers ultimately is a 

question of whether the data point is an outlier because of 

1. a legitimate physical dependence that has not been modeled 

2. an unexpectedly large Sran 
3D 

3. an error in the initial conditions, simulation and post-processing, 

or experimental measurement 

Egregious incidents of case 3 are typically easy to detect, and it is 

generally acceptable to discard the data point (if addressing the error 

is infeasible) before building a model. In case 2, if the existence of a 

large Sran can be established, the point should be excluded. In case 1, 3D 

the model should be updated to account for the missing physical depen-

dence since excluding the data point can reduce the generalizability of 
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the data and make the model more prone to being over-fit. Furthermore, 

accounting for this legitimate physical dependence (should it exist) can 

shed some light on the dependencies of the experiment that might oth-

erwise have remained either unknown or unquantified. Differentiating 

cases 1 and 2 represents the major challenge in dealing with outliers. 

One possible avenue is to simply repeat experiments, though in practice 

the high cost of even a single experiment makes this solution challeng-

ing. 

In addition to the criteria in Sec. 4.4, the scientist can also require 

that the model accurately predict some set of shots by never including 

them in the training dataset and always including them in the testing 

dataset. For instance, the shots may be recent experiments based on 

radically different designs, which were not modeled accurately pre-shot. 

In this case, the scientist must be careful not to p-hack since they will 

eventually find an additional variable or functional form of Fpred that 3D 

will “predict” the new set of shots. Rather, as mentioned before, the 

scientist should first formulate a physically reasonable hypothesis for 

the inclusion of the variable or functional representation, and only then 

attempt to validate the new model. 

4.6 Designing Future Experiments 

Once a model is formulated, trained, and validated, it can be used to 

predict and thereby design future experiments. An experimental candi-

date can be generated by proposing an initial condition Icand, running a 1D 
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simulation with those initial conditions and post-processing it to obtain 

the relevant simulation outputs Ocand. To obtain a prediction with loss 1D 

minimization, the quantity 

[( ) ] 
Opred = Fpred Ocand ˜, θ (4.5) 3D 3D 1D 

i 

is calculated, while for Bayesian inference, a probability distribution 

∫ 
P (Opred |Osim P (Opred 

1D , Oexp 
1D , Oexp |θ)P (θ|Osim 

3D ) = 3D )dθ, (4.6) 3D 3D 

that is, the probability that the prediction will have the value Opred, is 3D 

calculated. 

Formulating multiple models for the same experimental observable 

can increase the accuracy and confidence in the prediction. For in-

stance, two models for the neutron yield can be formulated, with one 

capturing the energetics of the implosion via the implosion velocity, 

while the other does so via the ion temperature of the simulation. Ac-

cording to analytic theory and simulations, the two definitions should 

have identical predictions, but due to nonideal behaviors in the experi-

ment or diagnostic method, there may be divergences in the two models. 

To reduce uncertainty, the predictions from different models can be av-

eraged, and initial conditions with large variations in their predictions 

can be discarded if a high probability of success is desired, or deliber-

ately chosen to test the models and gain physics insight. 
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Formulating independent models for multiple experimental observ-

ables can improve the robustness of the prediction process. For in-

stance, the areal density and x-ray hot-spot radius can be independently 

predicted and the predictions can then be compared. Physical intuition 

suggests that an increase in areal density should be accompanied by a 

commensurate decrease in the hot-spot radius. Since the average areal 

density and hot-spot radius predictions are independent, observing this 

physical relationship in the predictions can boost confidence in the pre-

diction of a design. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS 

In the previous chapters, a mechanism was laid out for building predic-

tive models of ICF experiments using just the results from RH codes, as 

long as the inputs are identical. However, some aspects of the model 

creation process were left somewhat vague and undefined. For instance, 

it was suggested in Eq. (3.10) that the black-box function Fmap could be 3D 

approximated by Fpred, at the cost of some approximation error, and that 3D 

the black-box function Fmap is a function that “accounts for systematic 3D 

3D perturbations, incomplete or incorrect physics models in the 1D RH 

simulation, as well as systematically erroneous initial conditions”, with-

out quantifying the level of error incurred in the approximation, or the 

complexity required to account for perturbations or incomplete or in-

correct physics models or initial conditions. Certainly, it can be safely 

assumed that if one were to apply this approach to predict experiments 

from the outputs of 1D LILAC simulations, one would have to contend 

with both 3D perturbations, and incomplete/incorrect physics models or 

initial conditions. Before real experiments are addressed, it may there-

fore provide clarity if the capability of the statistical model to deal with 

some of these issues were investigated in a controlled environment . 

This controlled environment is the so-called “synthetic experiment”. 
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5.1 The Synthetic Experiment 

Where real experiments compare an approximation (i.e. a simulation re-

sult) to the truth (i.e. a experimental outcome in the real world), a syn-

thetic experiment compares a low-fidelity simulation to a high-fidelity 

simulation that is treated as the “truth” (Table 5.1). These synthetic ex-

periments can aid in obtaining some insight into the ideal dependencies 

of the degradations, and whether they reflect the behavior observed 

in experiments. They can also help in understanding how important 

the omission or mis-modeling of certain physics phenomena may be. Fi-

nally, they can also be used to validate the assertion in Eq. (3.5) that ex-

periments with systematic 3D perturbations are in fact predictable from 

codes with systematically omitted or mis-modeled physics, or codes with 

systematically incorrect initial conditions. 

Table 5.1: Synthetic Experiments vs. Real Experiments
Synthetic Experiment Real Experiment 

Approximation Low-fidelity simulation Simulation 
(Any fidelity) 

Truth High-fidelity simulation Real measurement 

Two classes of synthetic experiments will be conducted. The first 

class will compare a degraded version of LILAC to the reference ver-

sion of LILAC, in order to assess the validity of the statistical model in 

the case where physics models or initial conditions are systematically 

incorrect, and is the subject of the current chapter. The second class 

will compare results from two sets of 3D ASTER simulations, where 
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one set has been systematically perturbed in 3D compared to the other. 

Throughout this chapter, “predictions” of the reference simulations will 

be compared to the actual simulated quantities of the reference simu-

lations. In all cases, the “predictions” are the result of models that are 

trained on only the outputs of the degraded simulations with the goal of 

matching the result of the reference simulations. 

5.2 LILAC Synthetic Experiments 

Here, the 1D radiation-hydrodynamics code LILAC[31] will be used. 

LILAC solves the following equations (with the corresponding options) 

in order to simulate a ICF implosion: 

• Hydrodynamics 

– Lagrangian-frame Eulerian gas dynamics for electrons and ions[58] 

• Thermal Transport (ions) 

– Modified Spitzer Diffusion[59] with flux-limitation[60] 

• Thermal Transport (electrons) 

– Modified Spitzer Diffusion with flux-limitation[61] 

– Goncharov’s Nonlocal Transport[51] 

– Improved SNB Nonlocal Transport[62] 

• Radiation Transport 

– Diffusion with flux-limitation 

• Material Properties (EOS) 
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– Ideal Gas 

– Analytic Thomas-Fermi [63] 

– SESAME[64] 

– FPEOS[65, 66] 

• Material Properties (Opacity) 

– Astrophysical Tables [67] 

– FPOT[68] 

• Material Properties (Ionization) 

– Astrophysical Tables [67] 

– Average-Ion 

– FPOT[68] 

– Fully Ionized 

• Laser Deposition 

– Inverse Bremsstrahlung [69] 

– CBET[20] 

Since LILAC is a 1D code, it is the perfect platform for synthetic ex-

periments to test the effect that physics mis-modelling or uncertainties 

in initial conditions will have on the ability to create statistical models 

(albeit only to the extent that this mis-modeling has an effect in 1D). 

What physics mis-modelling should be investigated? Broadly, the 

physics of ICF is affected by 
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• Laser-plasma interactions (LPI), 

• Transport of thermal energy, 

• Accurate calculation of the entropy, 

• Shock physics 

In LILAC, these effects can be investigated by 

• using or omitting the cross-beam energy transport model, 

• switching between non-local and flux-limited electron thermal trans-

port, 

• Altering the equation of state, 

• All of the above 

respectively. 

What uncertainties in initial conditions should be investigated? On 

OMEGA, the main source of systematic error in the initial conditions 

considered here come from uncertainty in the width (and therefore height) 

of the laser pulse pickets. The picket widths or heights are uncertain 

due to the point-spread function (PSF) of the primary measurement de-

vices, the P510 detectors[70]. These detectors have a PSF of approxi-

mately 80 ps, which is on the order of the measured picket widths (∼ 100 

ps), though they do not affect the total energy of these gaussian fea-

tures. To investigate this effect, a more sensitive PUVP detector[71] 

was used on a few beam-lines for a limited period of time alongside the 
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P510s. The PUVP detector confirmed that the true picket widths tend 

to be approximately 25-30% smaller than the value measured by the 

P510s. However, due to the difficulty of making these measurements 

consistently on OMEGA, the PUVP measurements are not available for 

the vast majority of beam-lines of cryo implosions, and are thus not used. 
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R
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram representing the philosophy behind 
the use of synthetic experiments to test the limitations of statistical 
models. The horizontal axis represents the fidelity of (synthetic) ex-
periments, with reality being the highest. The vertical axis represents 
the quality of the results from the experiments, with reality providing 
the highest quality results (due to its high fidelity). Despite best efforts, 
there is some fidelity gap between the best simulations and reality, and 
therefore a corresponding gap in the quality of the results of these sim-
ulations, represented by the red dashed line. In these synthetic experi-
ments, the low fidelity simulations are chosen to ensure a larger fidelity 
gap with respect to the high fidelity simulations (black line) than the 
high fidelity simulations do to reality. As a result, any insights gained 
regarding the reliability of the derived statistical models is expected to 
be a ‘worst-case’ estimate. 
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Table 5.2: A list of LILAC Synthetic Experiments realizations, and their 
corresponding objectives
Synthetic Realization Objective 

No-Radiation Tests the importance of radiation transport 
SESAME Tests the importance of the equation of state 

Picket-Modified Tests the systematic error 
in the picket width measurement 

Flux-Limited Tests the importance of the combination 
of non-local thermal transport and CBET 

To test the importance of these physics models and initial condi-

tion mis-modelings, several low-fidelity realizations of LILAC are con-

sidered. These realizations are summarized in Table 5.2. The laser 

pulses and targets for all the LILAC synthetic experiments were cho-

sen from the cryogenic experiments performed on OMEGA from the pe-

riod 2014-2021, totalling 300 experiments. In all cases, the Reference 

realization consists of the highest-fidelity simulations that used a nonlo-

cal electron transport model [51], cross-beam energy transport (CBET) 

[20], first-principles equation of state (FPEOS) [66, 72], and 48-group 

diffusion-based radiation transport. In each case, the Reference realiza-

tion’s neutron yields and ρRs will be predicted, using only information 

that is available to the low-fidelity realization, in analogy to how models 

for real experiments are constructed. Two quantities that will be of in-

terest are the “yield-over-degraded” (YOD), and the “ρR-over-degraded” 

(ρROD), defined as 

Yreference realization YOD = , (5.1) 
Ytest realization 

ρRreference realization 
ρROD = , (5.2) 

ρRtest realization 
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in analogy to the yield-over-clean (YOC) used in experiments. The physics 

models in the low-fidelity cases are chosen to be sufficiently inaccurate 

such that the inaccuracy in the synthetic experiments is expected to be 

well above the inaccuracy thought to exist between the Reference real-

ization and experiments (see Figure 5.1), so that any conclusions drawn 

about the ability to create statistical models from these synthetic exper-

iments is a ‘worst-case’ scenario. 

5.2.1 What Variables Should Be Chosen? 

Before diving into analyzing the synthetic experiments, first consider 

how, and why the neutron yields and ρRs of various realizations are ex-

pected to differ. 

The neutron yield is defined as 

∫ 
Y = nDnT ⟨σv⟩DT (Ti)dVdt (5.3) 

4π 
R3 ≈ hsτP 2T 2 

i , 3 
(5.4) 

where nD, nT are the number densities of deuterium and tritium respec-

tively, ⟨σv⟩DT (Ti) is the reactivity of the DT fusion reaction, Rhs is the 

hot-spot radius at peak compression, τ is the fusion duration, P is the 

average pressure and the approximation assumes that the neutron pro-

duction is so sharply peaked that it can be represented by the hydrody-

namic state at peak neutron production, and that the temperatures are 

low enough so that ⟨σv⟩DT (Ti) ∼ T i 
4 . The neutron yield depends roughly 

on the volume, internal energy and temperature of the fusing material, 
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R3 ∼ R3 and the duration of fusion. The volume of fusing material 4π 
hs 0CR3 

3 
depends on how much the target converges, i.e. how compressible it is, 

and is thus strongly dependent on the adiabat of the implosion. The 

internal energy (and temperature) of the fusing material is given by 

energy conservation, and depends on how much laser energy is trans-

ferred to the imploding target. The fusion duration is increased with 

the inertia of the shell and decreases due to outwards acceleration of 

the shell by the high pressure hot-spot, and is thus related to both the 

areal density and pressure of the stagnated configuration. When evalu-

ating how a choice of realizations is expected to affect the neutron yield, 

therefore, it is necessary to understand how they affect these quantities. 

The areal density is defined1 as 

∫ 
ρR = ρdr (5.5) 

≈ ∆shellρshell, (5.6) 

where ∆shell, ρshell are the thickness and densities of the dense shell sur-

rounding the stagnated configuration, and the approximation neglects 

the density in the hot-spot and assumes that the shell has uniform den-

sity. How are these quantities estimated? Consider a target with initial 

thickness ∆0, initial (outer) radius R0, and initial (uniform) density ρ0, 

with the initial aspect ratio A0 = R0/∆0 >> 1. As the target is shocked 

by the picket and foot, the density will increase (and the thickness will 
1For a point source, that is. In reality, a distributed source required a more subtle 

treatment, and is usually assessed using 3D Monte-Carlo simulations. 
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correspondingly decrease) due to the shocks. If only the first shock is 

strong, then the density increases by a factor of roughly 4, and the thick-

ness decreases (approximately) by the same factor to conserve mass. 

The shell is then adiabatically compressed by the ramp, so the density 

increases (and the thickness decreases) further, so that the adiabat of 

the shell is 
Pfoot 

α = (5.7) 
(4ρ0)5/3 

. At this point, the aspect ratio reaches its maximum value, denoted 

as IF ARmax. The shell is then driven inwards by the imposed ablation 

pressure of the drive. As the shell implodes, it also expands inwards 

(where the pressure is approximately zero), and the thickness increases 

like ( )2 

∆shell(t) ∼ ∆0 
R0 (5.8) 
R(t)

1/6 When R(t) = R∗ = R0/A0 , the laser can no longer effectively couple to 

the infalling shell due to the reduced shell surface area, and the ab-

lation pressure becomes negligible with respect to the shell’s internal 

pressure, causing the shell to coast. During this period, the shell thick-

ness remains constant, but the density increases due to convergence 

effects like ( )2 
R∗ 

ρshell(t) ∼ ρ∗ , (5.9) 
R(t)

where ρ∗ is the density when R(t) = R∗. The shell finally stagnates when 

A(t) = 1 =⇒ R(t) = ∆∗, where ∆∗ is the shell thickness when R(t) = R∗. 

Finally, the shell is shocked by a return shock, further increasing the 
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density. Putting all this together, one obtains 

( )2/5 
4/9 2/3 Pdrive 

ρshell∆shell ∼ ρ0∆0 (IF ARmax) A , (5.10) 0 Pfoot 

where Pdrive, Pfoot are the drive and foot pressures respectively, in the 

case of a weak return shock which is more relevant for typical direct-

drive ICF implosions. With some work, one can then write the ρR as 

2/9 2/9 1/3 
ρR ∼ P absα

−2/3 (5.11) driveV impE

where α is the adiabat of the implosion, Vimp is the implosion velocity of 

the shell and Eabs is the absorbed laser energy. When evaluating how a 

choice of realizations affects the ρR, therefore, it is necessary to under-

stand how they affect these quantities. 

With the exception of one realization, the majority of cases do not 

alter the energetics of the implosion (that is, the pressure applied, the 

energy coupled, etc. on the target), and in any case, any variables that 

parametrize the energetics are ‘well behaved’ (that is, if two initial con-

ditions produce energetics parametrizing variables that are close in one 

realization, they will likely be close in another, and furthermore, if there 

is an ordering relationship in one realization, it will exist in another). In 

this case, one should not expect the statistical models to experience a 

great deal of difficulty. However, when it comes to the adiabat of the 

imploding shells, one may find that in certain cases it can be extremely 

poorly behaved. This is because the coalescence of shocks and com-
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pression waves is assumed to occur in close proximity to the ice-gas 

interface in the above derivation, preventing the generation of spurious 

shocks. It is also assumed that the compression wave launched by the 

ramp up to the drive does not steepen into a shock. The actual coales-

cence position, the generation of spurious shocks and steepening of the 

compression wave is highly dependent on the velocity and strength of 

the shocks or compression waves, which are in turn non-trivially related 

to the equation of state, drive pressure and subtle details about the pulse 

shape generating the shocks or compression waves. If the shocks fail to 

coalesce accurately, the results can be ‘well behaved’ in certain cases 

(e.g. if the shocks coalesce in the gas) , or dramatically different in other 

cases (e.g. if the shocks coalesce in the ice, very strong spurious shocks 

are generated, or the compression wave steepens into a shock). One 

might, therefore, expect that the statistical model will fail to accurately 

model cases in which shock physics is significantly altered. Since the 

adiabat is an important governing parameter for both the yield and ρR, 

a metric should be identified to at the very least detect cases in which 

the shock physics changes dramatically between realizations. 

5.2.2 Handling Shock Physics Alteration 

There are two ways the problem of shock physics alteration handling 

can be phrased. The first is rather challenging, and asks if given a low-

fidelity experiment that is well-timed, whether one can predict if the 

high-fidelity experiment is mis-timed (or vice versa). The second is less 

ambitious, and simply asks if one could robustly detect differences in 

shock mistiming at all. Since the topic of interest is predicting high-
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fidelity experiments (synthetic or real) using only low fidelity experi-

ments, the first case is necessary if it appears to be the case that the 

statistical model is unable to predict instances with significantly differ-

ent shock timing. While this may be possible in synthetic experiments, 

where the EOS and energy transport models are known a priori for both 

realizations, it is not clear that prediction of shock-mistiming differences 

is possible in real experiments. Since there remain uncertainties re-

garding the equation of state and transport processes in reality, there 

is not a clear pathway to predicting at the manner in which shock tim-

ing will change between simulations and experiments (and if there were, 

they would simply be included into the highest fidelity codes). There-

fore, the only approach considered is segmenting the full dataset into 

data pairs where the shock timing is not altered between realizations 

(if any), and data pairs where the shock timing is altered between real-

izations. Models will be constructed on cases where shock timing is not 

altered, and tested on cases where it is altered. From this, it is possible 

to estimate if shock timing alterations (if any) are a significant issue for 

the statistical model. 

In order to assess shock mistiming, one could in principle manually 

observe the time-evolution of each simulation and mark their mistim-

ing behavior in a wholly objective manner, which would be the most 

accurate method. However, given that each realization has ∼ 300 im-

plosions, this would require an impractically large investment of effort. 

Additionally, it is unlikely that any individual engaged in such an ex-

ercise would remain objective throughout, and would likely be tempted 
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(no matter how disciplined) to choose a pair of implosions to have ‘differ-

ent’ or ‘similar’ shock timings in order to get the desired result. Instead, 

two metrics that can be assessed programmatically will be used as an 

unbiased estimator. The first compares between the two realizations of 

interest the in-flight mass-averaged adiabat in the region that eventu-

ally becomes the shocked shell2, while the second compares the in-flight 

mass-averaged adiabat in the region that is ablated, 

∫ Mstag Mα 
Mhs < α >shocked= , (5.12) 

Mstag − Mhs ∫ Mabl Mα 
Mstag 

< α >abl= , (5.13) 
Mabl − Mstag 

where Mabl,Mstag,Mhs are the mass-coordinate of the ablation front, shocked 

shell, and hot-spot-shell boundaries respectively. These two adiabats 

contain information about the adiabat relevant for the deceleration and 

acceleration phases respectively, and together provide information about 

the adiabat shape. Because the adiabat could be raised or lowered in 

a continuous manner (for instance, via pre-heat), a linear fit between 

the two realizations is calculated, and the shock timing is found to be 

different if the two realizations give significantly different values from 

the expectations from the fit. 

5.2.3 No-Radiation LILAC 

For the No-Radiation realizations, the radiation transport packages are 

disabled. The purpose of this test is to investigate the effect that opacity 

2That is, the portion of the unablated mass that contributes to confinement of the 
hot-spot 
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons between the a) neutron yield and b) ρR for 
the No-Radiation realization on the horizontal axis, and the Reference 
realization on the vertical axis. As radiation transport is disabled, the 
adiabat of the imploding shell is reduced, and therefore the neutron 
yield and areal density of the stagnating configuration is increased sig-
nificantly. In addition, radiation losses from the hot-spot are eliminated, 
further increasing the temperature and therefore the neutron yield. The 
the neutron yields are altered by over 70% on average, while the ρRs are 
altered by 10% on average, with both observables tending to be higher 
than the reference case. 

and radiation transport mis-modeling could have on the ability to form 

models, taken to an extreme. Disabling radiation transport has the ef-

fect of reducing the energy losses due to thermal bremsstrahlung dur-

ing stagnation, thereby increasing stagnation temperatures and neutron 

yields. It also reduces pre-heating of the fuel by coronal x-ray radiation 

in-flight, reducing the adiabat, increasing the compressibility of the tar-

get, and increasing ρRs and yields. As a result, it is found the areal 

densities and neutron yields are generally higher in the No-Radiation 

realizations compared to the reference (Figure 5.2). Since shock tim-
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ing physics is not altered (and implosions are not in the regime where 

radiatively-driven shocks are expected), the shock-timing alteration di-

agnostics are not calculated. 

Now consider predicting the reference realization using only the No-

Radiation realizations. Simple power law models will be used (3.11) to 

represent F1Dmap. To find the O1D 
sim, begin by considering the physics of why 

the No-Radiation realization differs from the reference. Since hot-spot 

bremsstrahlung results in radiative losses from the hot-spot, and the 
√ 

2 rate of energy loss is ∼ n Ti, the proportional loss of internal energy 

can be estimated as √ 
n2 Tiτ nτ 

floss ∼ = √ . (5.14) 
nTi Ti 

Since the yield is roughly proportional to n2T i 
4 at these temperatures, 

the proportional drop in yield can be estimated as 

T 4 4τ 4 
i,No-Radiation n

Y ODNo-Radiation = ∼ f4 = (5.15) loss . 
T 4 T 2 
i,Ref i 

From Figure 5.3a-b, it can be seen that the temperature drop and the 

yield reduction are indeed inversely related to the ion temperature, as 

expected, and motivating the No-Radiation Ti as an important regres-

sion variable. The density of the hot-spot is related to how well the 

target converges, and is thus dependent on how the adiabat changes 

due to coronal pre-heat. Figure 5.3c shows that the adiabat increase 

due to preheat is well predicted from the adiabat of the No-Radiation 

realizations, motivating its inclusion as a regression variable. Finally, 

the ρR, which is strongly related to the adiabat of the implosion, is also 
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Figure 5.3: Various results compared between LILAC realizations. a) 
YOD for the two realizations versus Ti, showing that the yield is more 
severely degraded at lower temperatures. b) Ti ratio between the two 
realizations, versus Ti from the No-Radiation realizations. The increased 
degradation of Ti at lower values of Ti explains the trend seen in a). c) 
The adiabat ratio of the two realizations versus the adiabat of the No-
Radiation realizations. The increase in adiabat due to pre-heat is well 
predicted from the No-Radiation adiabat. c) ρROD for the two realiza-
tions versus the adiabat ratio of the two realizations. Due to coronal 
pre-heat, the adiabat decrease in the No-Radiation realization results in 
enhanced convergence, and therefore ρR. 
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shown in Figure 5.3d to be well related to the change in the adiabat, 

which was just related to the adiabat of the No-Radiation realization, 

suggesting that it should also be included in the models for the ρR. 
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Figure 5.4: Performance of the model in predicting a) the neutron yield 
and b) the ρR of the reference realizations of LILAC using only data from 
the No-Radiation realizations, with predictions on the vertical axis, and 
the simulated quantity of the reference realizations on the horizontal 
axis. Pale circles represent predictions if the No-Radiation quantities 
were take as ”truth”, and give a mean error over 70% for the neutron 
yield, and 10% for the ρR. Bold circles represent the predictions from 
the model, which give a mean error of under 10% for the neutron yield 
and 3% for the ρR. 

Table 5.3: Inferred Parameters for the No-Radiation YOD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.35 
LILAC No-Radiation α 0.21 
LILAC No-Radiation Ti 0.26 
Remaining Mass 0.24 
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Table 5.4: Inferred Parameters for the No-Radiation ρROD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 1.68 
LILAC No-Radiation ρR -0.11 

The resulting models are shown in Figure 5.4, superimposed over 

the values of the No-Radiation realization, and are clearly significant 

improvements. The parameters and regression variables are shown in 

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for the yield and ρR models respectively. The 

mean error of the yield model is 7%, which is over a factor of 10 im-

provement over simply using the No-Radiation yield, while the mean 

error of the ρR model is 4%, which is over a factor of 2 improvement 

over simply using the No-Radiation ρR. This suggests that inaccuracies 

in opacity and radiation transport modeling are not likely to be signifi-

cant for the ability to form models of the OMEGA experiments, at least 

to the extent that they control the 1D behavior of implosions3. 

5.2.4 SESAME LILAC 

For the SESAME realizations, the equation-of-state (EOS) is downgraded 

from FPEOS[66, 72] to the SESAME EOS[64]. The purpose of this test 

is to investigate the effect that EOS mis-modeling could have on the 

ability to form models, especially in the context of shock timing alter-

ation. Due to the use of a less accurate EOS model, shocks transit the 

shell at different velocities, an effect that is enhanced for matter than 

3The possibility that radiation transport mis-modelling could affect 3D behaviors, 
e.g. ablative stabilization of RTI, is not addressed in this work, but may be an inter-
esting avenue of future research. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparisons between the a) shocked shell adiabat and b) 
ablated shell adiabat between the SESAME and Reference realizations. 
Green circles denote implosions with similar shock timing, while red 
circles denote implosions with altered shock timing between realiza-
tions. Two implosions were flagged as having especially egregious adi-
abat variations. 

is more degenerate4. Since weaker shocks heat the material less, the 

discrepancy between EOS models will be more dramatic for weaker first 

shocks. This increases the shock timing alteration (Figure 5.5), which 

could dramatically modify the adiabat, yield and ρR. If shocks remain 

similar, however, the use of a less accurate EOS tends to overestimates 

the compressibility of the shell, resulting in higher yields and ρRs rela-

tive to the reference realizations (Figure 5.6). 

Now consider predicting the reference realization using only the SESAME 

realizations. Simple power law models will be used (3.11) to represent 

F1D 
map. sim, begin by considering the physics of why the To find the O1D 

SESAME realization differs from the reference. Since the continuous 
4That is, higher density and lower internal energy. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparisons between the a) neutron yield and b) ρR for 
the SESAME realization on the horizontal axis, and the Reference re-
alization on the vertical axis. As the EOS model is downgraded, shock 
timing can be altered, resulting in the possibility of discontinuous vari-
ations in the adiabat of the imploding shell (red circles), modifying the 
neutron yield and areal density of the stagnating configuration. Even 
in the absence of serious shock-timing modifications (green circles), the 
increased compressibility of the SESAME models result in adiabat de-
creases and ρR and yield increases with respect to the reference. The 
neutron yields are altered by over 30% on average, while the ρRs are 
altered by 6% on average. 

effect of the EOS modification is to change the overall compressibil-

ity of the target, one would expect, and indeed find, that the YOD and 

ρROD to depend on the changes in adiabat (Figure 5.7a-b) for both the 

well-timed and mis-timed cases. However, it is found that the adiabat 

variation is only well related to the SESAME adiabat in the cases where 

the shocks are well timed (Figure 5.7c). 

The resulting models are shown in Figure 5.8, superimposed over 

the values of the SESAME realization, and are clearly significant im-
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Table 5.5: Inferred Parameters for the SESAME YOD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.62 
LILAC SESAME α 0.17 

Table 5.6: Inferred Parameters for the SESAME ρROD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.85 
LILAC SESAME α 0.10 

provements for the well-timed cases. The parameters and regression 

variables are shown in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 for the yield and ρR mod-

els respectively. The mean error of the yield model is 5%, which is over a 

factor of 6 improvement over simply using the SESAME yield, while the 

mean error of the ρR model is 3%, which is over a factor of 2 improve-

ment over simply using the SESAME ρR. However, for the mistimed 

shocks, the errors increase from 24 to 47% for the yield, and 30 to 36% 

for the ρR. This suggests that inaccuracies in EOS are managable by the 

model, if these inaccuracies do not lead to misting. If they do, however, 

and the model is trained on implosions than reduce it. Since one cannot 

truly predict how and when mistiming will occur, this suggests that in-

creasing confidence in EOS and shock physics is of high importance in 

order to build accurate and general models. 
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Figure 5.7: Various results compared between LILAC realizations. Red 
circles denote implosions where egregious shock timing issues were 
flagged, and green circles are the remaining implosions. a) YOD for the 
two realizations versus the adiabat ratio. A clear relationship is visible, 
showing that the yield degradation trends are indeed due to an increase 
in the adiabat. b) ρROD for the two realizations versus the adiabat ratio. 
A clear relationship is visible, showing that the ρR degradation trends 
are indeed due to an increase in the adiabat. d) The adiabat ratio of 
the two realizations versus the time at which the first shock transits 
the ice-gas interface. c) The adiabat ratio versus the adiabat from the 
SESAME realization. For the majority of simulations, the adiabat ratio 
is well predicted from the SESAME adiabat, but the two flagged implo-
sions are not. As a result, it is not expected that the YOD or ρROD of the 
two flagged implosions will be predicted with acceptable accuracy. 
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Figure 5.8: Performance of the model in predicting a) the neutron yield 
and b) the ρR of the reference realizations of LILAC using only data from 
the SESAME realizations, with predictions on the vertical axis, and the 
simulated quantity of the reference realizations on the horizontal axis. 
Pale circles represent predictions if the SESAME quantities are taken 
as ”truth”, and give a mean error over 30% and 24% for the neutron 
yield, and 5% and 30%for the ρR in the case of well-timed (green) and 
mis-timed (red) cases respectively. Bold circles represent the predic-
tions from the model, which give a mean error of under 6% and 47% for 
the neutron yield and 3% and 36% for the ρR in the case of well-timed 
(green) and mis-timed (red) cases respectively. This highlights the im-
portance of well modeled shock physics for training robust statistical 
models. 
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5.2.5 Picket-Modified LILAC 
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Figure 5.9: (a) Modification of the picket, and (b) the resulting change 
in the adiabat profile inside the target. According to PUVP measure-
ments on OMEGA, picket widths are expected to be ≈ 20% smaller than 
measured by the P510 measurements, thought the total energy is the 
same. An example of pickets modified this way is shown in (a), where 
the original picket is in blue, and the modified is in orange. The result of 
this modified picket is a stronger initial shock that decays more rapidly, 
resulting in an altered profile seen in (b). 

For the Picket-Modified realizations, the gaussian-shaped pickets are 

modified according to PUVP measurements made on OMEGA by reduc-

ing their width and increasing their amplitude by 20% (Figure 5.9a). 

The pulse shapes used to initalize the reference simulations are based 

on 60-beam measurements made by P510 detectors on each shot. Due to 

the limited temporal resolution of these detectors, the exact width of the 

pickets could be broadened relative to reality. Limited PUVP measure-

ments, made on 1-3 beamlines, show that while the energy in each picket 

is measured correctly by the P510 detectors, the width inferred by the 
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P510 detectors are larger by ≈ 20 %. Since these measurements are not 

made consistently on each OMEGA implosion, the shortened pickets are 

not used in simulations as a matter of course. The purpose of this test is 

therefore to investigate the effect that the incorrectly widened pickets 

will have on the ability to form accurate models. When the pickets are 

thinner, but have the same energy, the initial shock is slightly stronger, 

but decays more rapidly. As a result, the average adiabat of the shell 

remains similar, but the shape of the adiabat is significantly steeper 

(Figure 5.9b). 
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Figure 5.10: Comparisons between the a) shocked shell adiabat and 
b) ablated shell adiabat between the Picket-Modified and Reference re-
alizations. Green circles denote implosions with similar shock timing, 
while red circles denote implosions with altered shock timing between 
realizations. A large number of implosions were flagged as having sig-
nificant alterations in their shock timing. 

This alteration in the hydrodynamic profiles can affect the propaga-

tion of subsequent shocks, and can in principle result in shock timing 
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differences (Figure 5.10). In 1D, the altered profiles also affect com-

pressibility, ρR and neutron yield, but also has 3D implications, since a 

higher adiabat at the ablation surface could help slow the growth of the 

RTI. Since the simulations are entirely in 1D, these 3D effects cannot be 

taken into account. 
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Figure 5.11: Comparisons between the a) neutron yield and b) ρR for 
the Picket-Modified realization on the horizontal axis, and the Reference 
realization on the vertical axis. Since the picket widths are shortened, 
and the heights increased to maintain picket energy, the transit of the 
shocks is non-trivially altered. The can simply result in a more favorable 
adiabat shape in a continuous manner (green circles), but can also cause 
shock timing alterations, resulting in the possibility of discontinuous 
variations in the adiabat of the imploding shell (red circles). The neutron 
yields are altered by over 8% on average, while the ρRs are altered by 
4% on average. 

Comparing the two realizations directly (Figure 5.11), one can see 

that the yields and ρRs are relatively unchanged for shocks that main-

tain their timing, but are once against significantly different in cases 
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where the shock timing changes. 

Now consider predicting the reference realization using only the Picket-

Modified realizations. Simple power law models will be used (3.11) to 

represent F1D . To find the O1D 
map sim, consider the physics of why the Picket-

Modified realization differs from the reference. Since the only differ-

ence in the two realizations is the picket, one should expect all differ-

ences in the yield and ρR to come about as a result of shock physics in-

duced by the picket. Indeed, one finds that the YOD and ρROD are well 

related to the change in the adiabat of the shocked shell (Figure 5.12a-

b) for both the well-timed and mis-timed cases. However, once again it 

is found that the adiabat variation is only even tangentially related to 

the Picket-Modified adiabat only in the cases where the shocks are well 

timed (Figure 5.12c), likely due to the non-trivial relationship between 

the adiabat of the shell and the picket shape5. 

Table 5.7: Inferred Parameters for the Picket-Modified YOD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.92 
LILAC Picket Mod α 0.02 

Table 5.8: Inferred Parameters for the Picket-Modified ρROD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.96 
LILAC Picket Mod α 0.038 

5Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing that a deterministic relationship should in 
fact exist 
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The resulting models are shown in Figure 5.13, superimposed over 

the values of the Picket-Modified realization. The parameters and re-

gression variables are shown in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 for the yield and 

ρR models respectively. The mean error of the yield model is 5%, which 

is a 80% improvement over simply using the Picket-Modified yield, while 

the mean error of the ρR model is unchanged over simply using the 

Picket-Modified ρR. When considering the mistimed implosions, the er-

rors are even worse, increasing from 29 to 31% for the yield, and remain-

ing unchanged at 18% for the ρR. Both of these outcomes are perhaps 

not especially surprising, since it can be seen in Figure 5.12 that while 

the YOD and ρROD are well related to the change in adiabat, finding a 

way to predict this change in adiabat from just Picket-Modified data is 

not straightfoward, even if shock timing changes do not occur. 
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Figure 5.12: Various results compared between LILAC Reference and 
Picket-Modified realizations. Red circles denote implosions where egre-
gious shock timing issues were flagged, and green circles are the re-
maining implosions. a) YOD for the two realizations versus the adiabat 
ratio. A clear relationship is visible, showing that the yield degradation 
trends are indeed due to an increase in the adiabat. b) ρROD for the 
two realizations versus the adiabat ratio. A clear relationship is visible, 
showing that the ρR degradation trends are indeed due to an increase 
in the adiabat. d) The adiabat ratio of the two realizations versus the 
time at which the first shock transits the ice-gas interface. c) The adi-
abat ratio versus the adiabat from the Picket-Modified realization. For 
the majority of simulations, the adiabat ratio is well predicted from the 
Picket-Modified adiabat, but the flagged implosions are not. As a re-
sult, predicting the YOD or ρROD of the many flagged implosions with 
acceptable accuracy is not possible. 
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Figure 5.13: Performance of the model in predicting a) the neutron yield 
and b) the ρR of the reference realizations of LILAC using only data from 
the Picket-Modified realizations, with predictions on the vertical axis, 
and the simulated quantity of the reference realizations on the horizon-
tal axis. Pale circles represent predictions if the Picket-Modified quan-
tities were taken as ”truth”, and give a mean error over 8% and 29% for 
the neutron yield, and 4% and 18%for the ρR in the case of well-timed 
(green) and mis-timed (red) cases respectively. Bold circles represent 
the predictions from the model, which give a mean error of under 5% 
and 31% for the neutron yield and 4% and 18% for the ρR in the case of 
well-timed (green) and mis-timed (red) cases respectively. The statis-
tical model generally fails to predict the behavior of the altered picket 
widths, due to its complex nature. 
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5.2.6 Flux-Limited LILAC 

For the Flux-Limited simulations, the laser deposition model includes 

only collisional absorption via inverse bremsstrahlung, and the electron 

thermal transport occurs sorely via localized diffusion. The purpose of 

this test is to investigate how important the physics of nonlocal thermal 

transport, and laser-plasma interactions that affect laser absorption are 

to the ability to form accurate models. Localized diffusion in the Flux-

Limited realizations include flux limitation 

qused = min(qplasma, fflux ∗ qfree), (5.16) 

where qfree ∼ nT v is the free-streaming limit, 0 < fflux < 1 is an ad-hoc 

multiplier used to constrain the thermal flux, qplasma is the flux calcu-

lated directly from the Spitzer laws of thermal conduction (i.e. κ∇T for 

thermal conduction), and qused is the flux actually used in the diffusion 

equation. Physically, the flux of electrons and ion is expected to be 

below the free-streaming limit (and significantly so in the case of the 

electrons) because in regions where there is significant net flux of the 

carriers, a correspondingly strong return current will be established to 

maintain quasi-neutrality of the plasma, inhibiting the flux of the carri-

ers. Here, a value of fflux = 0.06 for the electrons[61], and fflux = 0.65 for 

the ions is used. All together, these effects should combine to modify 

shock physics - CBET will alter the coupled energy during the ramp and 

drive phases of the implosion, potentially altering the steepening of the 

compression wave, while the thermal transport models will affect how 
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the coupled energy translates into ablation pressure, and will also affect 

the shock propagation through the target. 
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Figure 5.14: Comparisons between the a) shocked shell adiabat and b) 
ablated shell adiabat between the Flux-Limited and Reference realiza-
tions. Green circles denote implosions with similar shock timing, while 
red circles denote implosions with altered shock timing between real-
izations. While a large number of simulations are found to have shock-
mistiming by the method used for previous comparisons, it will be seen 
shortly that this has little to no bearing on their performance. This may 
be a result of the omitted physics for this comparison being so complex 
that a simple relationship between the adiabats of the two realizatons 
cannot be obtained. 

It is seen in Figure 5.14 that a large number of simulations are flagged 

as having changes in their shock behaviors, using the previously estab-

lished metrics. However, unlike in previous cases, it can be seen that 

this does not correspond with outliers when directly comparing yields 

and ρRs between realizations (Figure 5.15a-b). It is suspected that this 

is due to the complexity of how the neglected CBET and nonlocal trans-
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons between the a) neutron yield and b) ρR for 
the Flux-Limited realization on the horizontal axis, and the Reference 
realization on the vertical axis. Due to changes in the laser absorption 
and electron thermal transport, the energy and adiabat of the implod-
ing shell, and therefore the neutron yield and areal density of the stag-
nating configuration, are altered significantly. The the neutron yield 
are altered by over 50% on average, while the ρRs are altered by 10% 
on average. However, it is instructive to note that unlike in previous 
comparisons, the yields and ρRs are not raised or lowered as a whole. 
Rather, the impact of the physics mis-modeling raises performance in 
some cases, and lowers in others. This is likely due to the complex in-
terplay between nonlocal thermal transport or CBET and the dynamics 
of an ICF implosion. 

port models interact with the dynamics of the implosion. This can also 

be inferred by noting that unlike in previous comparisons, where the 

relationship between the low and high fidelity yields and ρRs was struc-

tured, with large shifts and low scatter, this comparison has relatively 

low shifts, but large scatters. For this reason, the shock mistiming di-

agnostic will not be used in this comparison. 
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Now consider predicting the reference realization using only the Flux-

Limited realizations. Simple power law models will be used (3.11) to 

represent F1D To find the O1D 
map. sim, begin by considering the physics of 

why the Flux-Limited realization differs from the reference. Neglecting 

CBET will couple more energy to plasma overall, though this effect to 

be constant across all implosions. Since CBET is due to beam-crossing 

interactions, as the overlap of the beams increase - say, for instance, 

if the target becomes smaller, or the beams become larger, one would 

expect the effects of CBET to increase. This effect can be related to the 

quantity 
Rbeam 

Rb/t = , (5.17) 
Rtarget 

where Rbeam is the ratio between the 95% energy radius of the beam 

and Rtarget is the initial target radius. Due to changes in the thermal 

transport, however, not all of the energy deposited into the plasma will 

diffuse into the target and cause mass ablation. As the heat flux is in-

creasingly limited, a greater proportion of the thermal energy of the 

plasma will simply be advected away by the expanding corona. As a 

result, the ablation pressure imposed on the target is altered, which 

modifies the strength and decay profile of the shocks as well as the ac-

celeration imposed by the drive, and as a consequence the adiabats, im-

plosion velocities, IFARs, yields and ρRs are all altered. It can be seen 

from Figure 5.16a-b) that the reduction in yield and increase in implo-

sion velocity is well correlated with Rb/t, showing the effect of CBET as 

Rb/t varies. On the other hand, one can see in Figure 5.16c-d) that the 

ρR reduction is correlated to the increase in adiabat, while the adiabat 
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ratio is somewhat correlated with the adiabat of the Flux-Limited real-

izations (though, it must be remarked, not to the extent that is seen for 

the other comparisons). 

Table 5.9: Inferred Parameters for the Flux-Limited YOD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.05 
Rb/t -2.01 
LILAC Flux-Limited Rhs 0.56 
LILAC Flux-Limited IFAR 0.22 

Table 5.10: Inferred Parameters for the Flux-Limited ρROD Model 
Variable Power 
Intercept 0.17 
LILAC Flux-Limited ρR 0.12 
LILAC Flux-Limited Rhs 0.33 

Putting all this together, the resulting models are shown in Figure 5.17, 

superimposed over the values of the Flux-Limited realization. The pa-

rameters and regression variables are shown in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 

for the yield and ρR models respectively. The mean error of the yield 

model is 20%, which is over a factor of 2 improvement over simply us-

ing the Flux-Limited yield, while the mean error of the ρR model is 3%, 

which is over a factor of 2 improvement over simply using the Flux-

Limited ρR. Despite the model’s success in mitigating some of the error 

in the yield and ρR predictions, it is unable to predict the Reference re-

alizations at the accuracy level of other realizations, likely due to the 

multi-faceted impact of the non-local thermal transport and CBET mod-

els on the dynamics of the implosion - in particular, the shock propaga-
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tion. This emphasizes the importance of accurate modeling of LPI and 

transport mechanisms. 
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Figure 5.16: Various results compared between LILAC Reference and 
Flux-Limited realizations. a) YOD for the two realizations versus Rb/t. A 
clear relationship is visible, as a consequence of CBET being neglected. 
b) Peak implosion velocity ratio between the two realizations, versus 
Rb/t. Because fflux was chosen to match bang times at over a fixed range 
of Rb/t, the implosion velocities match for some simulations, but are over 
or underestimated as Rb/t changes due to the varying effects of CBET. 
c) ρROD for the two realizations versus the adiabat ratio of the two re-
alizations. Due to changes in shock timing, the adiabat increase in the 
Flux-Limited realization results in altered convergence, and therefore 
ρR. However, the relationship is not as strong as for the other compar-
isons. 
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Figure 5.17: Performance of the model in predicting a) the neutron yield 
and b) the ρR of the reference realizations of LILAC using only data from 
the Flux-Limited realizations, with predictions on the vertical axis, and 
the simulated quantity of the reference realizations on the horizontal 
axis. Pale blue circles represent predictions if the Flux-Limited quan-
tities were taken as ”truth”, and give a mean error over 50% for the 
neutron yield, and 10% for the ρR. Orange circles represent the pre-
dictions from the model, which give a mean error of under 20% for the 
neutron yield and 9% for the ρR. 
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5.2.7 Concluding Remarks 

The synthetic experiments that have been carried out here span a wide 

range of physics and initial condition mis-modeling possibilities. On the 

whole, it is found that the statistical framework can in fact help to build 

predictive models that can more accurately predict the outcomes of the 

reference cases, though the level to which they can do so depends on the 

physical mechanisms by which the mis-modeling manifests. It is seen 

that these mis-modeling events tend to alter either the energy coupling 

to the target, or affect the shock-timing of the implosion, or both. In the 

former case, the effect is generally rather continuous (see, for instance, 

the No-Radiation yield), and its magnitude closely related to the condi-

tions in the low-fidelity simulations. In this case, the statistical model 

is able to perform in an exemplary manner, and dramatically improves 

the predictive capability of the radiation-hydrodynamic codes. 

On the other hand, shock timing physics can manifest in two modes 

- a continuous mode, where the merging of the various shocks is only 

slightly perturbed, or the discontinuous mode, where the merging of the 

various shocks is catastrophically altered. Since shock physics is com-

plex, and the manner in which mis-modeling affects shock physics is 

very non-linear, it appears that the statistical models are unable to con-

siderably improve the predictive capability of radiation-hydrodynamic 

codes in the presence of discontinuous or extremely non-linear phenom-

ena (see, for instance, the Picket-Modified or Flux-Limited realizations). 

To summarize, accurate benchmarking of physics that influence shock 
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behavior for ICF-relevant conditions, and accurate measurements of ini-

tial conditions that control shock-timing is critically important for accu-

rate predictive modeling of implosions. 

5.3 ASTER 3D Synthetic Experiments 

In the following synthetic experiments, the 3D radiation-hydrodynamics 

code ASTER [36] is used. ASTER is a moving-mesh, finite volume Eule-

rian code with tabular equations of state, flux-limited thermal and radia-

tion transport in the diffusion limit, and laser ray-tracing in the geomet-

ric optics limit. 1D ASTER simulations are treated as the ‘approxima-

tion’, and 3D ASTER simulations that are degraded in using systematic 

3D perturbations, but using identical physics packages are treated as 

the ‘truth’. 

Since ASTER is a 3D code, it is the perfect platform for synthetic 

experiments to test the effect that 3D perturbations will have on the 

ability to create statistical models (albeit only to the extent that this 

mis-modeling has an effect in 3D). 

What 3D perturbations should be investigated? Broadly, the 3D per-

turbations can be segmented by their ℓ mode in the following manner: 

• ℓ = 1 

– Target misplacement 

– Beam position misplacement or energy imbalance 

• Low modes: 6 > ℓ > 1 
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– Beam position misplacement or energy imbalance 

– CBET 

• Mid modes: 20 > ℓ ≥ 6 

– OMEGA beam illumination pattern 

– CBET 

• High modes: ℓ > 20 

– Laser Imprint 

– Target Defects 

– Ice Roughness 

In ASTER, these effects can investigated by 

• Imposing an ℓ < 6 perturbation in the laser beam energies 

• Imposing an ℓ < 6 perturbation in the laser beam positions 

• Changing the radii of the beam profiles 

• Modeling the imprinting behavior of each beam 

respectively. 

In all the ASTER simulations that follow, the 1D initial conditions are 

a subset of the OMEGA cryogenic dataset, chosen to have a represen-

tative sample of aspect ratios, adiabats and implosion velocities. CBET, 

nonlocal transport, and radiation transport are omitted in the interests 

of run time, and sufficient resolution is used to resolve modes only up 
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to ℓ = 20. Since 3D simulations are being compared to 1D simulations 

with identical physics packages, the importance of these models is only 

relevant in how they affect the degradation trend with respect to the 

degradation parameter. The importance of the neglected physics mod-

els is discussed further below. 

5.3.1 Synthetic ℓ = 1 Experiments 

Here, the degradation due to an ℓ = 1 mode perturbation of the inci-

dent laser illumination is considered. An ℓ = 1 mode pattern of varying 

amplitudes was used to modulate the energies of each beam spot in 3D 

ASTER simulations that use 330µm spot sizes6. This spot size was chosen 

to approximately reproduce the observed degradation due to Rb/t. The 

yield degradation was computed relative to the 3D simulations without 

the ℓ = 1 perturbation (i.e. with respect to the degradation from the fi-

nite spot size). To parametrize the effect of an ℓ = 1 mode, the observed 

ion temperature asymmetry parameter 

T̂R = 
Tmax (5.18) 
Tmin 

is calculated, where Tmax, Tmin are the maximum and minimum observed 

ion temperatures over the full sphere. It is expected that the ion tem-

perature observed over the sphere should vary due to anisotropic flows 

generated by the ℓ = 1 perturbation[73]. This can be quantified using 

the Brysk model[74], where the neutron energy spectrum of a neutron 

6The spot size is defined as the radius that encloses 95% of the beam’s energy 
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producing fluid element with ion temperature Ti 
→ v and bulk velocity −

is normally distributed according to observed from a direction 
−
d 
→ 

dN 
dE 

(E) ∼ N 

( ) √ √ 
E0 2mnE0Ti 

2 , σ = 
mn mn + mα 

, (5.19) −→ −→ µ = E0 + d · v

where E0, mn and mα are the center-of-mass frame neutron birth energy, 

neutron rest mass, and alpha particle rest mass, respectively. 

The total neutron energy spectrum along d is then a neutron weighted 

sum of Eq. (5.19), and the inferred ion temperature is proportional to 

the standard deviation of the total neutron energy spectrum.[75] The ion 

temperature map is constructed using 100 lines-of-sight spaced quasi-

evenly on the sphere via the Fibonacci spiral method,[76] and T̂R is then 

calculated for each simulations. Since there is a physical basis for be-

lieving that T̂R parametrizes the degradation due to the ℓ = 1 mode, it is 

used to form the basis for a model. Two forms are chosen for the model 

- a power law, and an exponential decay form to compare how the rep-

resentation of the model can affect its performance. By training against 

the synthetic data, the models 

YOC ̂TR 

−1.15( ̂TR−1)= e , (5.20) 

YOC ̂TR 
= T̂ −1.6 . R (5.21) 

are obtained. 

The resulting models are shown in Figure 5.18. It is seen that the 
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Figure 5.18: The yield degradation due to the ℓ = 1 perturbation im-
posed in ASTER synthetic experiments (blue circles), compared with an 
exponential fit (black) and a power law fit (red). The exponential model 
is clearly more accurate over the entire range compared to the power 
laws. 

exponential model (Eq. (5.20)) does a better job of representing the data 

compared with the power law model, with mean error of 13% and 32% 

respectively. 
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5.3.2 Synthetic Beam Mode Experiments 

Here, the degradation due to the beam mode, parametrized by Rb/t, is 

considered. A series of ASTER simulations were carried out with Vary-

ing amplitudes of the beam mode perturbation, generated by using three 

different beam sizes: 415 µm (the standard SG5 phase plates), 330 µm (the 

SG5-650 phase plates), and 280 µm with a fixed gaussian order of 4.5. 

The yield degradation was computed relative to 1D simulations with the 

corresponding phase plates (note that even in 1D, different beam sizes 

can alter the coupling of the laser to the target due to the impact pa-

rameter of the rays). Since the initial conditions span a representative 

range of conditions, a wide range of outer radii, and therefore Rb/t are 

sampled. The effect of beam misponting/mistiming/imbalance or target 

offset are not considered here. 

ˆUnlike with the TR study, where the parametrizing variable was a 

stagnation condition, here Rb/t, which is an initial condition, is used. As 

a result, it is expect that the yield degradation should not only be a func-

tion of the parametrizing variable Rb/t, but also details of the implosion 

dynamics itself, since the yield degradation should not only be related 

to the perturbation seed, but also the stability of the implosion. For this 

reason, variables such as the convergence ratio CR and the adiabat α of 

the 1D case are included, and it is found that a subset of the synthetic 

experiments are well predicted by a power-law model 

Y OCb/t,simple = 18.8R2.4 , (5.22) b/tCR−0.9α0.3 
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Figure 5.19: Predictions of the yield degradation from ASTER simula-
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330 µm (blue circles, purple diamonds) and 415 µm (red diamonds) with 
Eq. (5.22) . Circles represent training data, while diamonds represent 
testing data. This is an example where power laws fail to correctly ex-
trapolate the predictions outside the range of training data. 

whose performance is seen in Figure 5.19. The residual L (see Eq. (4.4)) 

of the training data is 1%, indicating that the model is very capable of 
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representing the training data. However, the residual of the test data 

is over 30%, indicating that the model fails to extrapolate outside some 

range of predictability, leading to large errors when very large or very 

small beam radii are used. 
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Figure 5.20: Sliced contourplots of the density at stagnation from 3D 
ASTER simulations with Rtarget = 430µm. The left half of the plot is from 
330 µm beam size and the right half is from 280 µm beam size. The 
more perturbed simulation with smaller beam size (right) leads to holes 
in the shell and a steep degradation in yield. This causes a rapid fall-
off in yield and explains why power-law basis functions fail to correctly 
reproduce this behavior. 

One possibility for the failure of a simple model like Eq. (5.22) is 
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that the behavior of the implosion changes significantly over the range 

of data. To investigate this, consider more closely the stagnated core 

of some simulations, shown in Figure 5.20, where meridonal cuts of 

two simulations with the same Rtarget = 430µm, but different Rbeam of 

280µm (right) and = 330µm (left) are shown. One can note that the small 

radii beams show a completely destroyed shell, whereas the large radii 

beams show a perturbed, but still intact shell. This suggests that when 

the mode is driven over some critical threshold, the shell is completely 

punctured, resulting in a qualitative change in behavior. In the case 

of very large Rb/t, almost no perturbation whatsoever is driven, result-

ing in no yield degradation at all. This reveals one of the limitations 

of power law models, which cannot exhibit any manner of saturation 

or non-monotonic behavior. Two options are available at this juncture. 

One could either recognize that Rb/t is perhaps not sufficiently represen-

tative of the degradation to be used in such a simple model and find a 

different regressor, or one could increase the complexity of the model. 

In this case, the superior regressor is known a priori - it is the illumi-

nation nonuniformity to which the synthetic experiments have been ex-

posed. In real experiments, a superior regressor may be challenging to 

formulate since the underlying cause for a degradation is not known a 

priori. Therefore, both approaches will be investigated, while keeping 

in mind that choosing a superior regressor is desirable where possible. 

First, consider a more complex model. Since it was noted that the 

synthetic experiments fell into three categories, one can hypothesize a 
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Figure 5.21: Predictions of the yield degradation from ASTER simula-
tions using laser beam sizes of 280 µm (orange circles, red diamonds), 
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represent training data, while diamonds represent testing data. This 
model predicts the yield degradation due to the beam mode, at the cost 
of 3 times more regression variables compared to Eq. (3.11), which may 
raise concerns about over-fitting. 

“piece-wise power-law” basis 

∏(
Osim 

)θij 
Opred = θ0,j if βmin,j < Qsim < βmax,j , (5.23) 1D i 1D 

i 
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where the j indices correspond to each piece and the βmin and βmax corre-

spond to the bounds of the pieces. Using Eq. (5.23) to model the entire 

dataset of synthetic beam mode experiments, it is found that the modi-

fied basis produces the model shown in Figure 5.21. This model is able 

to represent the behavior of the synthetic experiments in the extreme, 

moderate and marginal perturbation regions, unlike the normal power 

law models, but with an increased risk of overfitting. The inferred θs 

and βs are shown in Table 5.11, for a total of 21 inferred parameters 

(compared to 4 for the normal power law models). 

Table 5.11: Inferred Parameters When Using Eq. (5.23) to Model Syn-
thetic Beam-Mode Experiments. Refer to Table 3.1 for the definitions of 
each parameter. 

θ Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Constant 6.5 11.1 1.4 
Rb/t 0.6 1.9 0.2 
CR -1 -0.7 -0.1 
α 0.4 0.2 0.05 

β Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 

Min 0 0.5 0.85 
Max 0.5 0.85 ∞ 

The competing approach is to find a regressor that better represents 

the physical behavior that is being modeled. Since the degradation 

mechanism in these synthetic experiments is known a priori, one could 

simply use it as is. Following the argument above, the illumination asym-

metry created by superimposing the 60 beams in an ideal configuration 

onto a sphere (a so-called “ideal hard-sphere” calculation) is an accurate 

representation of the degradation seed seen by the implosions during 
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Figure 5.22: A hard-sphere projection onto a target of radius 490 µm of 
a laser beam with radius 330 µm. The pattern of alternating hexagons 
and pentagons is a direct consequence of the ideal pointing scheme used 
by the 60-beam OMEGA laser system. 

the picket or foot. Therefore, the total RMS amplitude of the l < 30 

spherical harmonic spectrum (σrms) is calculated at t = 0 for each syn-

thetic experiment, and is used in lieu of Rb/t in a simple model. Note 

that since these synthetic experiments assumed perfectly pointed, bal-
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anced and timed beams, none of these effects are included in the ideal 

hard-sphere calculation either. Examples of the hard-sphere illumina-

tion pattern, along with their spherical harmonic decompositions are 

shown in Figure 5.22 for the beam configurations used in these syn-

thetic experiments. 
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Figure 5.23: Yield degradation in synthetic experiments as a function of 
σrms. Color indicates the convergence ratio (CR), and therefore stability 
of the implosion (blue indicates low convergence, yellow indicates high 
convergence). The average trend shows the YOC decreasing almost lin-
early with σrms. Note that points above the linear trend line tend to be 
more blue (low CR), and points below tend to be more yellow (high CR). 

The relationship between σrms and the YOC of these synthetic exper-

iments is shown in Figure 5.23. A clear linear relationship is seen be-

tween the two, and scatter about the negatively trending line appears 
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correlated with the adiabat (visualized via the color), consistent with the 

expectation that an increase in the asymmetry should correspond to a 

decrease in the YOC for a given target stability, and that a decrease in 

stability should correspond to a decrease in the YOC for a given asym-

metry seed. 
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Figure 5.24: σrms as a function of Rb/t for the beam-mode synthetic ex-
periments. Note that the relationship is neither linear nor bijective. Re-
placing Rb/t with σrms is not a trivial modification to a predictive model, 
but is rather a genuinely nonlinear transformation of the input space. 

The relationship between σrms and Rb/t is shown in Figure 5.24, and is 

clearly nonlinear and non-monotonic, and becomes rather flat for Rb/t > 

0.8, (it is likely not a coincidence that this corresponds to the start of 
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Region 3 in Eq. (5.23)). This motivates a model based on σrms rather 

than Rb/t. To keep this model physical, a model of the form 

YOCσ = (1 + γσrms)
Fn(Osim1D ), (5.24) 

is used, where Fn : Rn → R+ and γ < 0 enforce the physical behavior that 

YOCσ approaches unity as the degradation seed vanishes, that given 

values of the degradation seed express different YOCs depending on 

the details of the implosion such as the stability, and that YOCσ ∈ [0, 1]. 

A simple power law parametrization of Fn: 

∏ N ( )Ai Osim ~Fn = A0 1D i 
, (5.25) 

1 

Osim is used, where the ~ are the Osim normalized to have zero mean and 1D 1D 

unity variance. 

If Eq. (5.24) is now used to model the entire dataset of synthetic 

beam mode experiments (Figure 5.25), one finds that it has similar per-

formance to the piecewise power laws, and is able to represent the 

behavior of the synthetic experiments in the extreme, moderate and 

marginal perturbation regions. However, it does so while keeping the 

complexity of the regression parametrization comparable to simple power 

laws, unlike the piece-wise power law approach, which requires ad-hoc 

piecewise transition boundaries, and varying power-law exponents in 

each piecewise region. The inferred parameters are shown in Table 5.12, 

for a total of 5 inferred parameters, which is comparable to the normal 
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Figure 5.25: Predictions of the yield degradation from ASTER simula-
tions using laser beam sizes of 280 µm (orange circles, red diamonds), 
330 µm (blue circle) and 415 µm (green circles) with Eq. (5.24). Circles 
represent training data, while diamonds represent testing data. This 
model successfully predicts the yield degradation due to the beam mode 
with a similar accuracy as Eq. (5.23), while having the same number of 
regression parameters as Eq. (3.11). 

power law models. In conclusion, the model with the superior regressor 

(Eq. (5.24)) produces comparable results to the model with increased 
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complexity (Eq. (5.23)), while keeping the number of ad hoc inferred 

parameters constant, demonstrating the value of judicious selection of 

the form and regression variables when formulating predictive models. 

Table 5.12: Inferred Parameters When Using Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.25) 
to Model Synthetic Beam-Mode Experiments. Refer to Table 3.1 for the 
definitions of each parameter.

Eq. (5.24) Variables Value 

γ -0.1 

Eq. (5.25) Variables Value 

A0 1.7e-3 
CR 2.3 
α -0.8 

5.3.3 Concluding Remarks 

The synthetic experiments carried out here cover some of the important 

3D perturbations that are expected on OMEGA. On the whole, it is found 

that the statistical framework can in fact help to build predictive mod-

els of 3D implosions, using only data from 1D implosions. This provides 

confidence in using the statistical model for real experiments, where it 

is well known that 3D effects exist. 

In the ℓ = 1 case, it is found that quantifying the magnitude of the ap-

plied perturbation was not necessary, since a clear signature was avail-

able from the stagnation conditions of the 3D implosion. This case is 

desirable in general, since it places a less onerous burden for in real ex-
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periments, where measuring the perturbation 7 is not trivial. However, 

it is found that in the case of the beam-modes, finding such a signature is 

not trivial. In this case, the actual imposed perturbation was necessary 

in order to construct a simple model. In the controlled environment of a 

synthetic experiment, this is trivial to quantify, though it may not be in 

real experiments. In both the ℓ = 1 and the beam-mode cases, it is found 

that simple power laws are only valid in some subset of conditions, and 

require more complex representations in order to be valid over the full 

range of conditions that are expected on OMEGA. 

Between the ASTER and LILAC synthetic experiments, some confi-

dence has now been obtained that the assumptions made in Chapter 4 

are valid for some of the situations that are expected when trying to 

predict direct-drive ICF implosions. it has been shown that statistical 

models can be used to ‘correct’ codes with missing physics or incorrect 

initial conditions. Some notion of where these models can fail, and how 

complex they may need to be in order to account for these effects has 

also been established. With this experience, the statistical analysis of 

real OMEGA cryogenic direct-drive ICF experiments will now begin. 

7Or, indeed, even knowing that it exists 
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CHAPTER 6 

PREDICTION AND OPTIMIZATION OF OMEGA ICF 

IMPLOSIONS 

The method by which statistical models were built for OMEGA ICF ex-

periments, and were used to design high performance implosions that 

significantly increased the fusion yield, while maintaining high ρRs is 

now described. Several models will be presented throughout this chap-

ter, but it should be emphasized that these models are continually be-

ing updated as more implosions and analyses are added to the database 

of experimental results, and consequently are likely deprecated by the 

time this thesis has been published. What is almost certainly still being 

used in the future is the framework through which these models have 

been constructed. 

6.1 The First Statistical Model 

The experimental campaign began with a series of experiments exe-

cuted between October 2016 and April 2017. These experiments used 

low convergence, high adiabat designs in order to test the performance 

of radiation-hydrodynamic codes to accurately model experimental sig-

natures in the least demanding environments that remained relevant to 

ICF. This in contrast to previous experiments[77], which used moderate 

convergence and adiabat designs in order to achieve high performance. 
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These experiments comprised of 15 targets with an outer diameter of 

870 µm, wall thickness of 7.5–8 µm and DT ice thickness varying from 42 

to 53 µm, with varying single-picket pulse shapes designed to maintain 

high adiabats and low convergence. After simulating these implosions 

with the 1D RH code LILAC, Bayesian inference[78] was used to build 

a statistical model for the neutron yield, using only data from these 15 

implosions. From Chapter 5, it is known that the neutron yield is ex-

pected to be a strong function of the implosions velocity Vi, stagnating 

mass Mstag, and the areal density ρR. For this reason, these parameters 

are included in the first model, and it is found that the neutron yield is 

predicted by ( )4.2 ( )0.6 
4.2e13 Vi Mstag 

Y = 
δ0.3 , (6.1) 

400 0.01 SSD 

where δSSD is a categorical parameter denoting the presence (δSSD = 1) 

or absence (δSSD = 2) of smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD)[79]. Un-

fortunately, the training data lacked any meaningful variation in the ρR, 

leading to its absence in this model1. 

Using this model, implosions that took place in July 2017 were “pre-

dicted”. It must be clarified that these are in some sense not predictions 

- due to the nature of the laser facility, the delivered pulse shape and 

target dimensions are rarely exactly as requested. Since one would ex-

pect that implosion is dictated by the initial conditions that are imposed, 

rather than the initial conditions that were requested, ‘post-shot’ pre-

dictions are carried out where the exact as-shot initial conditions are 
1Stay tuned, though. 
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Figure 6.1: Prediction performance of the statistical model. The ap-
plication of Eq. (6.1) to the experimental design yielded four high-yield 
implosions in July 2017 (open diamonds). The yield of three of these im-
plosions was well predicted to within 5% of the corresponding measured 
values, whereas the yield of the fourth implosion (orange) was overpre-
dicted slightly. Horizontal error bars and center values represent the 
standard deviation and mean, respectively, of predictions made using 
500 draws from the posterior distribution for the regression parame-
ters. Material from: ‘V. Gopalaswamy, et al., Tripled yield in direct-drive 
laser fusion through statistical modelling,” 2019, Nature’. 

used in the simulation, and then provided to a model like Eq. (6.1). In 

order to prevent any manner of human bias, the process of generating 

these post-shot simulation data is entirely automated, and is identical to 

the process used to generate the training data. As has been seen (see 

Chapter 5), using the most accurate post-shot conditions is extremely 

valuable in generating statistical models, as it allows one to account for 

the natural variations in the initial conditions imposed by random fluc-
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tuations in the laser. 

The performance of Eq. (6.1) is shown in Figure 6.1. Three out of 

four shots are extremely well predicted, with errors under 5%, while 

the third is slightly overpredicted (i.e. the true performance was below 

expectations). Speculation regarding the source of the overprediction 

of 86186 is at this time premature - with the small data sample used, 

and simplicity of the model, even an accurate prediction of three out of 

the four test cases is an encouraging sign. In the following sections, the 

size of the dataset will be expanded, and it will be shown that shots like 

86186 can be modeled more accurately once sufficient data is available. 

6.2 The OMEGA Optimization Campaign 

Based on the success of Eq. (6.1), the dataset used to train the statis-

tical model was expanded. In the decades prior to the work described 

in this thesis, a large number of cryogenic experiments were carried 

out on the OMEGA Laser System. These experiments initially consisted 

purely of deuterium fuel until 2012, when tritium was first introduced 

into the cryogenic fuel. The tritium filling procedure used introduced 

various contaminants (H,C,N,O) into the fuel, reducing the performance 

of implosions considerably. These contaminants were not characterized 

and removed from the fuel until October 2014. For this reason, exper-

iments prior to this date are not considered. Between October 2014 

and October 2016, a number of cryogenic implosions were carried out 

in campaigns unconnected to the ones described in this chapter. These 
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implosions included the so-called “50-Gbar” implosions[77, 80], which 

achieved record values of the scaled ignition parameter χnoα. Though 

these implosions were not carried out as part of the predictive opti-

mization campaign, they are nevertheless valuable training information 

for the statistical model, and as a result are included. At this point, 

the training data spanned a wide range of initial conditions, with CRs 

between 14 and 22, α between 3-7, ρR between 100-240 mg/cm2, and 

yields between 1e13 and 1e14. As the training data expands to cover 

wider regions of parameter space, models that were previously accept-

able likely begin to fail. This is because the statistical model can only 

hope to represent Fmap - that is, divergences between code predictions 3D 

and experiment, where it has sufficient data to inform the model about 

these divergences. As the experiments begin to probe new regions of 

parameter space, it is therefore possible (maybe even likely) that pro-

cesses that were not previously important begin to influence the implo-

sion. In order to maintain the predictive power of the model, the form of 

the models must be updated by adding new Osim 
1D , or by altering the form 

of Fmap 
3D . In either case, the modifications should be hypothesis-driven in 

order to avoid ‘p-hacking’ (see Chapter 4). 

Here, three new terms are added. Since the simulated ρR and initial 

outer radius now span a sufficiently large range, they are included in the 

model. The outer radius is included since it is related to the overlap frac-

tion of the laser beams, which can affect the illumination non-uniformity 

and the effect of CBET. Finally, T̂R = 
Tmax is included in the model to ac-
Tmin 
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count for ‘random’ low modes2. The inclusion of T̂R, may seem to invali-

date the stated purpose of the method presented in this thesis because 

it is an experimental quantity that can only be determined after the ex-
ˆperiment. However, this is not the case. TR can be included to act as 

a proxy for unexpectedly large random nonuniformity seeds that affect 

the experiment. A good example of this is the initial target offset: when 

the target is irradiated by the laser, it is held in place by a thin (15 µm 

radius) stalk that is subject to some vibration. As a result, the target 

will be slightly off-center when the laser fires, creating a nonuniform 

laser drive on the target surface. Because of the heavy electromagnetic 

damping of the stalk’s motion, the target is typically less than 10 µm 

off-center, in which case the non-uniformity contribution is negligible. 

However, on rare occasions the target can be extremely off-center. In 

this case, the resulting perturbation cannot be neglected in Eq. (3.2), 

which would require that these experiments be discarded. Because ex-

perimental data are extremely expensive, it would be preferred to use 

as much of the available data as possible. Since the ion temperature is 
ˆraised by bulk fluid motion in the hot spot, TR is a proxy for the effects 

of asymmetries in the hot spot, and its usage enables shots affected by 

large flows to be included when formulating Eq. (6.2). 

ˆFor the majority of shots, the inclusion of TR has little to no effect 

(Figure 6.2) because most shots have small offsets (≤10 µm) and good 

beam power balance (<3% to 4%). Models can be formulated without 
2The inferred flow velocity could also serve for this purpose. However, not all im-

plosions have flow velocity data. A method to include variables that are missing or are 
physically redundant is being developed. 
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Figure 6.2: A histogram of the yield degradation due to the inferred by 
Eq. (6.2) in measurements made on OMEGA. Only 30% of shots are de-
graded more than 10%, and less than 10% are degraded more than 20%. 
The worst affected shot has its yield almost halved by the degradation 
from T̂R, but is nevertheless very accurately predicted by the model 

. 

the use of regression variables such as T̂R (the primary effect being sim-

ply an increase in the scatter of the data), its inclusion also makes it 

possible to determine whether it is productive to repeat an experiment. 

For instance, if a shot occurs with a large value of T̂R, one could set T̂R to 

its ideal value of 1 and carry out an assessment of whether a repeat is 

likely to result in a substantial enough increase in performance to justify 

the expenditure of resources. Finally, when designing experiments, one 

ˆcould choose a value (or distribution) of TR that is thought to be likely 
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— formally, this can be thought of as a prior probability on the facility’s 

ability to execute an experiment that meets specifications. In principle, 

there could be other random effects in addition to T̂R that may need to 

be included in the model. To this date, none have been identified. 

The neutron yield is found to be predicted by 

( )4 ( )0.6 ( )0.3 ( )0.6 
4.3e13 Vi Mstag ρR Rt 

Y = 
δ0.5 T ̂R 

−0.6 . (6.2) 
400 0.01 100 415SSD 

The predictive capability of Eq. (6.2) is shown in Figure 6.3for some 

representative implosions in this series, along with the changes in the 

pulse shape and target dimensions, showing the capability of the model 

to maintain its predictive power under a variety of different conditions, 

as well as the gradual drive towards higher yields over the course of the 

campaign. The performance of the model is seen in Figure 6.4, and is 

compared to predictions directly from the codes. The large discrepancy 

between the measured and LILAC-simulated yields highlights the abil-

ity of the statistical model to turn inaccurate code results into accurate 

predictive tools. Note in particular the cases where the simulated yield 

increases significantly, but the prediction from the model does not - the 

statistical model predictions will helps in avoiding false leads similar to 

these in the future. 
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Figure 6.3: Application of the statistical model to the experimental de-
sign of the DT target.a–c, Prediction performance (a), target changes 
(b) and pulse shape changes (c) for implosions performed in October 
2016–October 2017. As shown in a, the measured neutron yield (green 
circles) is accurately predicted by the statistical model (orange circles). 
In b, the gas, ice and ablator layers are shown in white, blue and red, 
respectively. Pulse shape modifications are shown in c by the blue (orig-
inal) and green (modified) curves. The ice was thinned to reduce the 
total mass of the target, and the outer radius was increased to enhance 
the coupled laser energy, allowing the shell to reach a higher velocity 
and yield, in agreement with Eq. (6.2). The main pulse was modified 
to maintain the shock timing and reduce the time between the end of 
the laser pulse and stagnation. Modifications to the pulse shape in c 
are highlighted, with the arrows pointing in the direction of change 
of the pulse shape. Major modifications to the target dimensions are 
highlighted in b, with arrows pointing in the direction of change in ice 
thickness (83068 to 84246 and 84249 to 85062) or outer radius (subse-
quent shots). Material from: ‘V. Gopalaswamy, et al., Tripled yield in 
direct-drive laser fusion through statistical modelling,” 2019, Nature’. 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of prediction accuracies of the statistical model 
and the simulated 1D yield. The fusion yield from the statistical model 
(blue) in Eq. (6.2) accurately predicts the experimental yields for both 
low- and high-yield implosions from the first phase of the Optimization 
Campaign in both the training (circles) and validation (squares) data. By 
comparison, the simulated 1D yields from LILAC (red) show very large 
errors and overpredict the potential gains in yields. The horizontal error 
bars represent one standard deviation for predictions from the posterior 
distribution. Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation for the 
neutron yield detector. The dashed line is a guide for the eye. Material 
from: ‘V. Gopalaswamy, et al., Tripled yield in direct-drive laser fusion 
through statistical modelling,” 2019, Nature’. 
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6.3 Building Models to Understand Physics 

It is tempting to interpret the results of Eq. (6.1) or Eq. (6.2) physi-

cally, and to compare them to analytical scaling relations for direct-

drive ICF[18]. Although it will shown that this method can eventually 

be used to gain a deeper understanding of the physical processes that 

drive ICF implosions (see Chapter 7), one must be aware of a few issues 

that may complicate such an effort. First and foremost is the fact that 

the inputs to Eq. (6.1) or Eq. (6.2) are not in fact physical quantities — 

they are the outputs from a 1D simulation code and are not guaranteed 

to be equivalent to the corresponding 1D physical quantities3. Second, 

Eq. (6.1) or Eq. (6.2) are the result of correlating a 1D hydrocode with 

3D experimental results. As a result, differences between Eq. (6.1) or 

Eq. (6.2) and theoretical scaling relations will be caused partially by 3D 

effects and partially because the inputs to Eq. (6.1) or Eq. (6.2) do not 

exactly correspond to their experimental analogues. It is not trivial to 

separate these effects and directly identify the drivers for a given dif-

ference between theory and statistical model. 

The models considered thus far directly predict the experimental 

quantity of interest (e.g. yield, ρR, etc.). Here, a different formulation 

will be considered, where the prediction quantity is the the quantity 

relative to its theoretical expectation - that is, the ratio between the ex-

perimental quantity and its simulated analogue. For instance, instead 

3There are some indications that the 1D hydrocode LILAC does not accurately re-
produce the 1D behaviour of the implosions, though at any rate it is a relatively sane 
assumption to make. 
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of the experimental yield, one could attempt to predict the ‘yield over 

clean‘, or YOC 
Yexp 

Y OC = . (6.3) 
YLILAC 

In the limit where the experiment was perfectly 1D, and LILAC’s physics 

models were perfectly representative of reality, the YOC would identi-

cally be unity. In practice, Y OC < 1, and contains information about how 

the yield is altered due to inaccuracies in LILAC, inaccuracies in the ini-

tial conditions, and 3D effects. By forming statistical models that target 

the YOC, it appears to be easier to make hypothesis-based choices for 

Osim 
1D , or form of Fmap. 3D 

Table 6.1: Range of conditions in OMEGA Experimental database
Quantity Minimum Maximum 

LILAC 
DT Yield 3e13 8e14 
CR 10 21 

Vimp (km/s) 328 533 
α 2.3 7 

Target 
Rt ( µm) 382 530 
∆ice ( µm) 32 68 
∆abl ( µm) 6 9 

Laser 
Beam Radius ( µm) 325 415 
Number of pickets 1 3 
Picket Powers (TW) 4 15 
Peak Power (TW) 13 28.5 

Total Delivered Energy (kJ) 13 29 

With this in mind, statistical models targeting the YOC with respect to 

LILAC are build for OMEGA experiments. The most up-to-date dataset, 
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which includes over 300 cryogenic implosions on OMEGA, ranging over 

the conditions summarized in Table 6.1 is used, resulting in the model 

(see [81] for a longer discussion and details on the parametrization) 

Y OCexp ≈ Y OChydroY OCfHe3 
Y OCRb/t Y OCσb/t Y OC T̂R 

Y OCres (6.4) 

The physics-based rationale or basis for each term is as follows: 

ˆ• TR: Accounts for effects correlated with ℓ = 1 flows, primarily thought 

to be induced by random perturbations 

• fHe3: Accounts for effects correlated to the Helium-3 buildup due 

to tritium decay (see [81]) 

• fhydro: Accounts for effects due related to the hydrodynamic stabil-

ity of the target 

• σb/t: Accounts for the effect of the illumination non-uniformity (see 

Chapter 5) 

• Rb/t: Accounts for effects correlated with the overlap of the 60 

OMEGA beams that are not associated with the illumination non-

uniformity 

• Rres: denotes a weak residual size scaling not captured by 1D hy-

drocodes 

Note that it is only suggested that these terms are correlated with 

their hypothesized effects - the statistical model cannot determine whether 

the presence or absence of terms is causal, or a correlation that could 
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have arisen due to (for instance) sampling bias. In Chapter 7, some 

synthetic experiment results are shown that increase confidence in the 

physical basis of the σb/t and T̂R, while a discussion on the fHe3 and fhydro 

can be seen in [81]. 

Meanwhile, the origin of the residual size scaling is not yet under-

stood. The dependence on this term is observed from a limited number 

of dedicated hydro-scaled experiments on OMEGA that differ in size by 

roughly 20%. Several hypotheses can be made at this time, including 

effects of the target mounting stalk, laser-plasma interactions, radia-

tive pre-heat, or the relative importance of high-mode seeds, but fur-

ther data and modeling efforts are needed to test these hypotheses. As 

there remains serious uncertainty regarding the range of validity of this 

residual scaling (even assuming the effect is real, and not a spurious 

correlation), it is not included in any of the hydro-dynamic scaling as-

sessments that follow. 

6.4 Record Setting Experiments, and Extrapolations to the NIF 

Scale 

Using this model, a number of high performance implosions have been 

designed and carried out on OMEGA. These implosions quickly exceeded 

the maximum neutron yields ever observed on OMEGA, including those 

seen on exploding pusher implosions. At present, the yield record on 

OMEGA stands at 2.2e14, due to shot 100959[82]. Unlike exploding 

pusher implosions, however, these cryogenic implosions have a rela-
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tively large areal densities, typically between 100-160 mg/cm2. This is 

important due to the importance of the areal density in estimating the 

normalized Lawson parameter χ (Eq. (2.1)). Before calculating χ, how-

ever, it should be noted that OMEGA has far too little energy to reach 

the core conditions required to ignite a target. Instead, the quality of 

OMEGA implosions is estimated by assessing their performance if they 

were scaled up to energies typical of the NIF, using the theory of hydro-

dynamic scaling[83]. This theory assumes that the same intrinsic con-

ditions (e.g. densities, or pressures) can be expected at larger scales, 

while integral conditions (e.g. mass, volume, energy) will increase as 

the implosion scales up in size. Hydrodynamic scaling can be carried 

out using either analytic estimates[83], but can also be carried out via 

detailed simulations[80], which tend to produce similar results, though 

as the ignition threshold is approached, a systematic procedure to ex-

tend Ref[80] to all experiments should be implemented for accurate es-

timations. 

Hydrodynamic scaling assumes that all physics processes and per-

turbation sources scale exactly. Unfortunately, this assumption is not 

accurate. Most glaringly, the beam geometry used at the NIF is opti-

mized for polar configurations, whereas the geometry on OMEGA is op-

timized for a spherical geometry. NIF beam-lines also do not have full 

2D SSD, leading to larger imprint seeds. Laser-plasma interactions are 

also likely to behave differently, since the interaction volume for various 

interactions increases as the scale size. The characteristic length scales 

of various diffusive processes (such as radiation or thermal transport) 
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will also not change as the scale size increases. This results in different 

radiative or conduction loss effects at larger scales4. However, many of 

the fixed perturbation seeds (such as ice roughness, or target mount-

ing equipment) should not increase in size, and should therefore have a 

proportionally lower effect. 
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Figure 6.5: Extrapolation of current OMEGA experiments to a NIF scale 
energy of 1.9 MJ. The red square represents experiments from Ref. 
[80, 77]. Blue circles are experiments using the statistical model to 
increase areal densities. The orange circles represent initial experi-
ments using the multi-pulse driver (MPD) line on OMEGA. The green 
circle represents implosions using a combination of the MPD and DT-
liner designs [82]. The best performing implosions are approaching the 
burning plasma region (orange shaded region), but significant progress 
is required to claim hydrodynamically-equivalent ignition (red shaded 
region). 

As a result, is seems reasonable to state that the results of hydro-

dynamic scaling should be considered, at best, an upper bound on the 

4For instance, NIF-scale stagnated optical configurations tend to be optically thicker 
than OMEGA scale stagnated configurations. 
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potential performance that can be expected if spherical direct-drive ex-

periments are ever carried out at larger scales. Nevertheless, hydrody-

namic scaling projections are useful to estimate the relative improve-

ment of experiments in order to guide the OMEGA cryogenic experi-

ments. In Figure 6.5 the extrapolations to NIF scale based on the an-

alytic method used in Ref. [83] are presented. To estimate the mass 

used in Eq. (2.1), the integrals of the Betti isobaric hotspot profiles[18] 

are calculated based on the minimum measured ion temperature, aver-

age measured areal density, average neutron yields, and neutron burn 

width. In the future, Eq. (2.1) could be re-derived to explicitly only de-

pend on measured parameters. Recalling that previous experiments on 

OMEGA[80, 77] were expected to attain a χ = 0.61, with a fusion yield of 

≈ 125 kJ. Using the statistical model, the current best performing implo-

sions have reached χ approaching 0.75, with extrapolated fusion yields 

of between 500 to 800 kJ. 

Despite this progress, there is clearly a significant improvement re-

quired to reach hydrodynamically inferred ignition. In the next chapter, 

the method by which physical meaning is assigned to the terms in the 

statistical model is discussed. This physical meaning is crucial in order 

to form hypothesis about degradation modes which are suspected to be 

active on OMEGA. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ISOLATING, QUANTIFYING AND UNDERSTANDING THE 

EFFECT OF DEGRADATION MODES 

In the previous chapter, the state of the OMEGA cryogenic drive-drive 

ICF program as of June 2021 was presented. Despite the improvements 

the program has made in the last few years, significant further progress 

is required for hydrodynamically-equivalent ignition can be inferred. 

One potential avenue is to identify and mitigate sources of degradations 

on OMEGA. To identify and quantify these sources of degradations, one 

could consider the terms seen in the statistical model (Eq. (6.4)), and 

form hypothesis for their physical basis. In order to test these hypothe-

ses, careful controlled experiments should be conducted. While exper-

iments are being planned to test some of these hypotheses on OMEGA, 

it is possible to more easily provide a weaker, yet still valuable valida-

tion of a hypothesis by using the synthetic experiments in Chapter 5. 

The effect of the terms T̂R and Rb/t on the neutron yield using synthetic 

3D experiments are investigated using the results from the synthetic 

ASTER experiments. 

7.1 Synthetic ℓ = 1 Experiments 

Before attempting to connect the results of the ℓ = 1 synthetic experi-

ments to real experiments, an issue that was neglected earlier must be 

revisited. Since a great deal of physics is ignored in these ASTER syn-
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thetic experiments in order to complete the simulation database, it may 

seem objectionable to attempt to connect the results of simulations that 

lack these many physics models to experimental regimes where those 

models are relevant. Certainly, this would be the case if these simu-

lations were being used to find a relationship between, for instance, 

the ℓ = 1 mode amplitude and the observed ion temperature asymme-

try or yield degradation. However, since the comparison is between 

nondimensional stagnated hotspot quantities, rather than initial condi-

tions, the effect of the physics models used only matters to the extent to 

which they affect the relationship between the relative residual flows of 

a hotspot and the corresponding yield degradation. Since the dominant 

effect of the aforementioned neglected physics models is to affect the 

absolute magnitude of the flows and the yield, it is reasonable to con-

sider the synthetic experiments to be a valid analogy to the experiment. 

Comparing the synthetic experiments to the experimentally inferred 

dependence (Figure 7.1), it can be seen that the T̂R dependence from the 

experiments is consistent with the synthetic experiments only when the 

asymmetry parameter is small. This is not surprising, however, since 

OMEGA experiments have by design and careful effort avoided implo-

sions that could produce very large low modes (Figure 6.2), thus limit-

ing the range of available experimental data. The green shaded region 

in Figure 7.1 shows the range of measured OMEGA ion temperature 

asymmetries, and indeed inside this region the experimental inference 

ˆmatches synthetic experiment. If restricted to simulations where TR is 

within the shaded region, it is found that the difference in the Bayesian 
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Figure 7.1: Yield degradation due to ℓ = 1 mode in synthetic experiments 
using ASTER (blue circles). The inferred degradation in real experi-
ments (red line) shows excellent agreement with synthetic data within 

ˆthe range of TR that were observed in real experiments (green shaded 
region, Figure 6.2). Outside this range, the fall off is faster than ex-
pected, and is better reproduced by an exponential dependence (black 
line). 

Information Criterion (BIC)[84] for the two models is 7, strongly favor-

ing the exponential model (a difference in BIC > 6 is typically consid-

ered a significant difference[57]), and suggesting that models for the 
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real experiments should be altered accordingly, even within the range 

of T̂R found for OMEGA experiments. 

Having given a physical basis to YOC T̂R, a comment can be made on 

its inclusion in the model. Since the main source of ℓ = 1 perturbations 

is thought to be random error from effects such as beam mispointing, 

power imbalance, target mispositiong or ice nonuniformity, T̂R is really 

a proxy for Sran 1 The inferred YOC ̂ can be used, therefore, to place an 3D . TR 

upper bound on the repeatability of the system (the possibility of ran-
ˆdom effects that do not affect TR, which this analysis does not account 

for cannot, of course, be ruled out). Figure 6.2 shows the inferred yield 

degradation for all the experiments in the cryogenic database, and con-

firms that over 90% of OMEGA simulations are degraded by less than 

20% by the random effects captured by YOC T̂R, validiating the assump-

tion that OMEGA experiments are broadly robust to this source of ran-

domness. Moreover, by accounting for a major source of random per-

turbations, a significant number of experiments (over 20) do not need 

to be discarded as poor data. This allows for better informed decisions 

regarding the performance of a design with significant random pertur-

bations during an experimental campaign. 
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Figure 7.2: Cumulative laser energy deposited in a typical OMEGA cryo-
genic implosion simulations using LILAC, with CBET (blue dashed line) 
and without CBET (orange line), and the corresponding laser powers 
(black dashed line). The deposition here is altered only by the effects 
of CBET, which only begins to have an effect during the ramp up to the 
main drive. 

7.2 Synthetic Beam Mode Experiments 

Unlike in the ℓ = 1 case, neglecting relevant physics models could have 

an impact for the beam mode study. Here, physics models are impor-

tant where they affect either the scaling of the perturbation growth rate 

or the asymmetry seed as a function of Rb/t. The most potentially prob-

lematic omission is therefore the CBET model, since it modifies the il-
1Recent investigation[85] suggests that the effects of polarization on CBET may 

drive low modes. The conclusions here are compatible with this observation to the 
extent that polarization-driven CBET may exacerbate existing low modes in the illu-
mination pattern. However, the ion temperature asymmetry data does not support a 
significant systematic low mode being driven, given that the majority of implosions 
have marginal values of T̂R. 
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lumination pattern in addition to reducing the energy coupling to the 

target. However, CBET only occurs when there exists a radially exten-

sive, ionized plasma corona (established after the picket or foot), and 

high ( ∼ 5 × 1014 TW/cm2) laser intensities.[20] In a typical pulse shape, 

therefore, these conditions are not achieved until after the initial sec-

tion of the laser, as seen in Figure 7.2, where the laser energy deposi-

tion over time in LILAC simulations with CBET are compared to LILAC 

simulations without CBET. By this time, it is expected that the critical 

and ablation surfaces are spatially separated by a substantial conduc-

tion zone, in which thermal conduction smooths out perturbations seen 

at the critical surface. 

To quantify and confirm this, a special set of 3D ASTER simulations 

were used. In these cases, the deposition pattern is spherically sym-

metric until some time tc, at which point the OMEGA beam illumination 

pattern is used. A series of simulations were carried out where tc was 

varied from 0 to the end of the laser pulse (Figure 7.3a). When tc = 0, the 

degradation is maximized since the beam-mode illumination pattern im-

mediately imprints onto the target. As tc is increased, the yield degrada-

tion asymptotically approaches the 1D value, and is negligible (99.7%) 

after the picket and foot due to the ablation surface decoupling from the 

deposition surface, and the resulting suppression of feed-through due 

to the smoothing effects of transverse thermal conduction. Since the 

only difference in these simulations is the presence of the beam-mode 

induced asymmetry, it can be concluded that this degradation is due 

solely to the perturbation imposed by the ideal beam-mode illumination 
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pattern, and that it is negligible by the time the laser begins to drive the 

target. 
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Figure 7.3: a) Change in the yield degradation in ASTER simulations 
where the laser deposition is initially symmetric until the time on the 
horizontal axis, at which point the deposition pattern is changed to the 
ideal beam mode (blue circles), and laser pulse shape (black line). The 
yield degradation becomes marginal after the end of the foot. b) Change 
in the RMS illumination asymmetry of the radially integrated deposition 
profile in ASTER beam-mode simulations over time (red circles), which 
does not change significantly during the time when the perturbation 
degrades the yield. Together, this suggests that the marginalization of 
the yield degradation is a result of the ablation surface decoupling from 
the deposition surface, and subsequent suppression of feed-through due 
to transverse thermal conduction. 

Finally, the change in the illumination asymmetry over time due to the 

laser rays refracting through the evolving plasma atmosphere is quan-
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tified, once again using a 3D ASTER simulation, in which the OMEGA 

beam illumination pattern is imposed throughout (Figure 7.3b). The ra-

dially integrated laser energy deposited is computed at various times 

and decomposed it into its spherically harmonic components in order to 

compute the variation in the total asymmetry of the laser deposition over 

time. It can be seen that this asymmetry does not change significantly 

during the picket and foot, suggesting that the increasing marginaliza-

tion of the yield degradation at these times is not due to the imposed 

perturbation changing, but rather due to the critical surface decoupling 

from the ablation surface. Note that at and past the foot of the laser 

pulse, the feedthrough of the modes excited by the beam-mode illumi-

nation pattern is marginal due to this decoupling. As a result, CBET’s 

3D alteration of the asymmetry seed, which is primarily in the same 

ℓ region as the beam-mode illumination pattern, is not expected to be 

a dominant effect, and its omission from these synthetic experiments 

does not therefore limit its relevance to real experiments. Since the ef-

fect of CBET is not important until late in time, at which point the feed-

through of the laser perturbations are mitigated, it is suggested that 

using ASTER simulations with an imposed idealized beam-mode pertur-

bation is a good proxy for the effect of the beam-mode seen in OMEGA 

experiments. 

Consider now the experimental dependence on YOCb/t. Unlike in syn-

thetic experiments, where the yield degradation clearly saturates as 

Rb/t → 1, the experimental dependence Rb/t shows only weak indications 

of saturation based on a limited number of shots. While the original 
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hypothesis was that the presence of YOCb/t indicated a primary causal 

relationship with the beam mode, this is not necessarily true. Over-

lap of the beams is known, for instance, to reduce the seed caused by 

laser imprinting. Another possibility is that CBET’s 1D effects (which 

are included in LILAC, and used by the experimental models), could be 

incorrectly extrapolating to low or high overlap fractions. 

Based on this, and earlier arguments about the 3D effects of CBET, it 

is suggested that σrms is a suitable proxy for the degradation due to the 

beam mode, and that it should therefore be included in the experimental 

model. Note that the effects of beam mispointing/imbalance/mistiming 

are not included in the ideal hard-sphere calculation of σrms for the ex-

periment. One reason for this is to keep the analogy to the synthetic 

experiments as clean as possible. Another reason is that the beam 

mispointing/imbalance/mistiming are measured to be random effects, 

whose magnitude is typically reflected in the flows[86] (and by proxy, 

the ion temperature asymmetry). Since it is clear from Figure 6.2 that 

the majority of experiments are not strongly (randomly) perturbed by 

these effects, they are not included. Fn is then parametrized in the same 

way as for synthetic experiments, and the remaining terms in the model 

are unchanged. Three cases are investigated: 

1. YOCσ is not included (original) 

2. YOCσ is included alongside YOCb/t 

3. YOCσ replaces YOCb/t 
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These correspond to the hypotheses that the presence of YOCb/t is physi-

cally linked with solely effects other than the beam mode, both the beam 

mode and other effects, or only the beam mode, respectively. Eq. (5.22) 

is used to parametrize YOCb/t, as in the standard experimental mod-

els. The model quality for all three cases is shown in Figure 7.4(a) 

- Figure 7.4(c). In case 2, the quality of the fit changes marginally 

(R2 = 0.955 → R2 = 0.96) compared to case 1. In case 3, the quality of the 

fit degrades significantly compared to case 1 (R2 = 0.955 → R2 = 0.85). 

In the best prediction (case 2), it is found that the degradation due to 

YOCσ is marginal (Figure 7.4(d)) for the majority of implosions, though 

it should be noted that for 6 implosions where either σrms > 0.4 or the sta-

bility was low, there is a noticeable degradation of over 15%. It should 

also be observed that there are relatively few cases where σrms is high, 

or α is low due to sampling bais on the part of the scientists who de-

signed these implosions - it is strongly suspected that these regions of 

parameter space are unlikely to lead to high performance, and thus are 

not sampled as a matter of course. From Figure 5.24, it can be seen 

that σrms > 0.4 corresponds to Rb/t ∼ 0.8, and should be noted that most 

implosions in the database of real experiments, including the best per-

formers to date, have Rb/t > 0.8. 

From this, it is sugested that only part of the experimental degra-

dation due to the presence of the Rb/t is related to the σrms of the ideal 

beam illumination pattern since the inferred YOCσ is marginal for a large 

number of implosions where σrms is small, corresponding to Rb/t > 0.8. 

However, for the case of large YOCσ, it is found that there is a degra-
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dation that is correlated with σrms, that acts in addition to YOCb/t. The 

conclusion is therefore that the data suggests that the Rb/t degradation 

seen in experiments comes from two sources: The first source, YOCσ, 

is an effect that is related to the σrms imposed by the laser, which is 

only large in magnitude if Rb/t < 0.8, and has a form given by Eq. (5.24). 

This is suggestive of a mode driven by the illumination non-uniformity. 

The second, YOCb/t, is the remainder of the Rb/t degradation, is an ef-

fect that is unrelated to the σrms of the illumination non-uniformity, and 

appears to be important at all values of Rb/t. Physically, YOCσ is most 

readily identified (by construction) with the mode driven by the illumi-

nation non-uniformity, though the process is simply finding correlations, 

the possibility of another physical mechanism whose magnitude is sim-

ply correlated with σrms cannot be excluded. The exact physical cause 

of YOCb/t however, remains open. Potential candidates under active in-

vestigation include CBET’s effect on the overall absorption[85], high-

modes seeded by laser imprint, or additional laser-plasma interactions 

that could occur at early times. 
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Figure 7.4: Models for the experimental YOC for cases (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 
3 and (d) the inferred degradation from Eq. (5.24) in case 2 - color in-
dicates adiabat, where blue is low adiabat and yellow is high adiabat. 
Case 2 shows marginal improvement over the model with just Rb/t, but 
Case 3 shows a marked decline in predictive capability. For the inferred 
degradation in case 2, 90% of experiments infer a degradation less than 
5% due to this effect, and the six experiments that infer a degradation 
above 5% were either the lowest adiabat shots in the dataset, or has 
unusually large values of Rb/t. This indicates that the degradation from 
σrms, while not unimportant, can only explain some of the Rb/t associated 
degradation from Eq. (6.4), and that the best performing implosions re-
main degraded by a mechanism that is unknown at this time. 
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7.3 Concluding Remarks 

Here, the physical interpretation of the terms in Eq. (6.4) are consid-

ered, and a hypothesis for two of the terms - a term corresponding to 

T̂R, and and Rb/t are formulated using ASTER synthetic experiments. 

It was shown that the synthetic experiments are consistent with the 

effect of the ratio of the minimum and maximum ion temperatures T̂R act-

ing as a proxy for low modes, and found that while the power law model 

for T̂R is reproduced by the synthetic experiments, an alternative expo-

nential decay formulation that has more predictive power (Eq. (5.20)). 

Synthetic experiments were also used to investigate the hypothesis 

linking the Rb/t term to the effect of the ideal illumination nonuniformity. 

It was argued that the ideal hard-sphere illumination pattern (i.e. in the 

absence of random effects such as laser mispointing/mistiming/imbalance 

or target offset) is a good approximation to the ideal nonuniformity seen 

by both real implosions and synthetic experiments, and find that 3D syn-

thetic experiments are well predicted by simple models based on the 

total amplitude of the ideal hard-sphere illumination nonuniformity σrms 

rather than Rb/t. However, it is found that σrms cannot replace Rb/t in 

models for real experiments, and furthermore that when σrms is used 

alongside Rb/t, the degradation inferred from the σrms is under 5% for 

the vast majority of experiments, although it does appear important for 

some cases, and should therefore be included in future models. This 

suggests that the majority of implosions are not degraded by the illu-
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mination non-uniformity, and some portion of the Rb/t term acts as a 

proxy for a different physical mechanism, whose identity is unknown at 

this time. Dedicated experiments are planned on OMEGA to isolate and 

investigate the effect of Rb/t term, which may shed some light on the 

underlying physical cause for the dependence clearly inferred in exper-

iments. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FINAL REMARKS 
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Figure 8.1: Extrapolation of current OMEGA experiments to a NIF scale 
energy of 1.9 MJ, assuming that the degradations due to T̂R and fHe3 are 
completely mitigated. Blue circles are experiments using the statistical 
model to increase areal densities. The orange circles represent initial 
experiments using the multi-pulse driver (MPD) line on OMEGA. The 
green circle represents implosions using a combination of the MPD and 
DT-liner designs [82]. 

Despite the impressive progress made by the Optimization Campaign 

in the last few years, significant progress is still required to reach the 

end goal of hyrodynamically-equivalent ignition (i.e. χnoα > 1). Could 

this be achieved if current designs simply have a ‘good day’? This can 

be answered by starting with Eq. (6.4), and setting the controllable 

terms T̂R and fHe3 to unity (assuming the change in the ρR is marginal). 

From this, Figure 8.1 shows that the best performing implosions give 
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χnoα ≈ 0.8. This is an appreciable increase (the extrapolated fusion en-

ergy at 1.9 MJ increases to between 800 - 1000 kJ), but nevertheless 

remains short of the goal of hydrodynamically-equivalent ignition, and 

recent indirect-drive results at the NIF of 1.3 MJ. Since achieving good 

control over fHe3 (by simply shooting targets as soon as possible after 

filling), and T̂R (by controlling ℓ = 1 modes) in the short term is not only 

possible but also desirable, efforts are actively underway at OMEGA to 

meet these goals, and low levels of degradations from these two sources 

in the near term are expected in the near future. 

Could hydrodynamically-equivalent ignition be reached if certain degra-

dations were to be mitigated? Consider the effect of the Rb/t term. If this 

is driven by the illumination pattern, or laser imprint, target modifica-

tions could be considered to mitigate the degradation. At Rb/t ≈ 0.85, the 

yield is degraded to ≈ 55% of its simulated value due to this term. If it 

were to be eliminated, the best performing implosions could reach 3e14. 

In this case, χnoα > 1, exceeding the required threshold. Of course, it has 

yet to be established why the Rb/t term appears in Eq. (6.4) - it may sim-

ply be due to LILAC’s CBET model being inaccurate, or higher dimen-

sional effects of CBET (though this latter case may not be important, 

see Chapter 7), in which case there is no option but mitigation of CBET. 

One way of achieving at least partial CBET mitigation on OMEGA today 

is the use of the multi-pulse driver (MPD) line[87] (see below). In the 

longer term, approaches such as the use of a high-bandwidth laser such 

as FLUX could largely mitigate CBET, though such a system remains 

many years away. Future experiments are planned with Ge-doped trac-
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ers to investigate if signatures that could correspond to the beam over-

lap fraction are apparent on OMEGA, and if they are consistent with the 

expectations from state-of-the-art simulations. 

The other lever available is to actually try new designs (i.e. pulse 

shapes or target configurations). This lever has the advantage of be-

ing achievable (potentially) on the next experiment, rather than some 

indeterminate time in the future, though it has the disadvantage of the 

available parameter space being impossibly large to scan, even using 

Eq. (6.4).1 Once again, power of hypothesis-driven investigation is ev-

ident - a blind search through parameter space is not necessary. In-

stead, one could think carefully about how the simulation, predictive 

model, and reality responds to interference (at least, to the extent that 

is understood), and consider changes that could be made to existing pa-

rameters, or consider new parameters that could be varied. An example 

of changes made to existing parameters can be seen in Ref. [82], where 

extremely thin ice layers and high adiabat pulse shapes are used to drive 

stable targets to high velocities, leading to yields well in excess of 2e14. 

Promising, though preliminary, results from these designs were shown 

in Chapter 6. Other possibilities include picket-fence designs [88], or 

designs that attempt to dynamically stabilize RTI[89]. 

Another possibility is to find a parameter which could be controlled, 

but has not yet been considered. One such example is the use of the 

1Recall the previous estimate that simply sampling two points per dimension in a 
20D parameter space would require 1,048,576 samples. A LILAC simulation can run 
in anywhere from 20 min to 3 hours, depending on the models used. In the best case 
scenario, this would require roughly 300,000 CPU-hours - and it should be noted that 
two points per dimension is a somewhat pitiful representation of the space. 
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Figure 8.2: A comparison of beam profiles with SSD off (blue) and SSD 
on (orange). Turning off SSD causes the energy distribution in the 
beams to become less tail-heavy, reducing the effect of CBET relative 
to the tail-heavy SSD on profile. 

MPD lines on OMEGA. The MPD lines are described in more detail in 

Ref. [87], but the effect relevant here is the ability to independently 

choose SSD levels during the pre-pulse and drive stages. As the high 

mode laser imprint (which is mitigated by SSD) can only be imposed 

on the target during the earliest times of evolution, SSD can be safely 

disabled during the drive phase of the implosion. However, turning 

off SSD also has the effect of reducing the spatial extent of the beams 

(Figure 8.2). As a result, CBET is mitigated, and more incident laser en-

ergy is coupled to the target, significantly increasing the neutron yields 

in simulations (Figure 8.3). For these simulations, there is now have a 
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Figure 8.3: A comparison of neutron yields with (red lines) and without 
(black lines) the use of the MPD in LILAC simulations. By comparing 
simulations with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) the CBET model 
in LILAC, the effect of the smaller beam profiles on the laser ray-tracing 
and the effect of the smaller beam profiles on CBET can be separated. 
Since the no-CBET case shows ∼ 5% change in yield, compared to the ∼ 
35% change in yield for the CBET case, it is concluded that the change 
in yield due to MPD is due to CBET mitigation. 

choice on which beam profiles to use to calculate Rb/t and σb/t. If the 

value at the picket, Rb,picket is used, the YOC will remain very similar2. 

If the value during the drive, Rb,drive is used, the YOC will drop signifi-

cantly. To investigate this choice, 9 experiments in mid-2015, when the 

MPD lines were briefly used on OMEGA are considered. If a model that 

has no information about MPD experiments (that is, Rb,picket = Rb,drive for 
2There will be slight changes in the convergence ratio, IFAR and adiabat due to the 

increased drive coupling 
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all the training data, which excludes the 9 MPD experiments), is tested 

on these implosions, it is found that the model underpredicts perfor-

mance if Rb,drive is used, but instead accurately predicts performance 

if Rb,picket is used (the simulations themselves switch between the dif-

ferent beam profiles at the appropriate times). This suggests that the 

degradation due to the finite beam size may be related to physics rele-

vant during the picket, but also suggests that the YOC for MPD implo-

sions may remain similar to the non-MPD implosions (since the effect 

of CBET mitigation is marginal during the picket and foot). As a result, 

since the simulated yield increases (Figure 8.3) anywhere from 25-50% 

(depending on other factors in the design), similar increases in the ex-

perimental yield could be expected as well. If these gains are realized, 

the extrapolated χnoα would increase by 5 to 10%, and may open up new 

regions of parameter space for future study. Some preliminary exper-

iments using the MPD driver were very recently executed on OMEGA, 

and showed moderate increases in performance for larger outer diam-

eter targets, though insufficient data exists at this time to make real 

conclusions regarding the efficacy of the MPD. Future experiments are 

planned to establish the exact value of the MPD for increasing perfor-

mance on OMEGA. 

The design improvements proposed here (and more besides) are in-

tended to be executed on OMEGA in the near future. While they are 

based on statistical trends inferred from OMEGA experimental data, 

they remain, at best, informed guesses, and one cannot be certain that 

the performance that is predicted will be the performance that is ob-
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served.3 Nevertheless, the statistical approach described here has proved 

to be valuable in the past, and provides a mechanism by which it is pos-

sible to account for the many natural variations in initial conditions and 

outcomes observed over large, heterogeneous datasets. It decomposes 

the discrepancies between simulation and experiment into a series of 

physically motivated terms, which can then be investigated individu-

ally, and potentially mitigated[81]. Finally, makes viable a framework 

in which novel designs that have the potential to dramatically increase 

performance can be suggested and fairly validated. Though at this time 

the exact ceiling on the performance achievable with OMEGA cannot be 

predicted, one strongly suspects that with a combination of disciplined 

physics campaigns, careful analysis of data, and the use of these statis-

tical models, there is no reason to expect that it will not be significantly 

higher than what is achievable today. 

3As personal injury lawyers enjoy reminding us, prior results do not guarantee a 
similar outcome. 
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